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American Revolution. 
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C O N T E N T S  

FOREWORD. 
~ h e s e  ssays present a brief sketch of the origin 
of the Constitution of the ~ n i t e h  States, the circum- 
stances attending its formation, and the changes which 
have taken place in the United: States since. the Con- 
stitutional Convention of 1789, rendering inadequate 
and unsuitable whit was once a logical compact for 
. . 
this republic. . - 
The sd&e1 of the fdundfng tathers was 'predom- 
inilitty <.an agricultural socieey wit6 lahd 'tenure either 
the. prevaiIhg condition, or  with land, 'and independent 
individnil possession '-of !and;- ' readily within ! 'the grasp 
of the .average. citizen. The &tiety of today is pre- 
domina~tly $#dusi$ial, with peoduction essentially social 
in char&te< thoughr ownership 'has retnained iddividual 
and : iestiicted; to : a small minority, *individuali owner- 
ship ' of the ! meand \bf .w&alth~pro.duction 'being now 
utterly* beybndathe reach 'of Jthd actual operatots of the 
i n h s  trieg, $hast is,' .cif the individual ,wealth-pfodbce ts, 
the wagsworking class of America. 
- The :tools of prdductibn ' have 'undergone vast and 
profound changes durink"the mope than a century and 
a half since the' founding of the United States of ' h e r -  
ica. Wbereas in I j89 each individual producer bwned 
and operated his own tools, tbday the "tool" hasS'be- 
comethe mammath indust*, capable of being operated 
only through the cooperation 'of thousands of workers 
whose oily stake in industry' is a t  .best a wage barely 
sufficient to supply the individual with thk pinimum in 
food, sheltef and klothing, 16th 'frequent, ind often 
long, periods of unemployment. In other words, while 
a t  the inception of this republic individual ownership 
corresponded with individual production, today owner- 
ship is in fact deni&%- th?'.ii~;iss 6f the citizens, who 
must toil at a slave's pittance for the benefit of the rela- 
tively fm owqers pf the, social 
rdbcbg:  the' vast '!+$j:6ritg q ' a 
1 f % C -,. 
1 ; I  . sf dv'i i~~. , ' s 
b :, -,  . 
~~dciiii'dtS$h! ti 'slzivkry m ul-. ; , + , T . .  . . . +  cr;j: t i  7 r .  , , 
# ) . '! W k t  is essqndat. to* idea af : f:a slavk ?. . We pri- 
mariiy think oft him as ogi owned by anothdi~ i l. TOC' be 
mo- than. n o ~ ~ 1 9 . ~  horn~e,n* the ownership muft be 
sht~lffp by. A o ~ . n t ~ d  .of7 &q slave's ;.a~tilo.n-+ rurrtno1 iakkh 
i ~ - k a B i ~ U y  ta:thd benefiiof t h . ~ ; ~ t ~ . o l k ~ ~ ? T h ~ t ~  whkb 
fwdawqtqlly di~dnguish~qs the: &la*. is &at be labor# 
tic$ . .adr@t~: :of sundry grdatipps. ~:&rneabCriitg &gt 
origipa&y;l thq;:slqvq iq ,a :prison& ~ h w e ,  lifie 1 is-,.at r k 
q e ~ c y  of,+his . q e . r , . . i t  safffce~ here.'t~inbti.,.that tbwe 
ie . ir h q h  fqrm 1 afi slq$qry. ip.which, ;mted as .an md? 
md;. he h?q+Jm expend.:hia:ehtire effo~~fm.hjgtbwta6~~ 
S Q V Y ~ ~ % .  . iIlf&~t , $ y ~ r ~  legs harshs: a h ~ ~ g h  a-t 
pied chiefly in work0ig:,* Iljs 
fits the: ;condifiond 04 !the .&&by; ef.~the' psopie.:ob hi? 
U i t ~ d  Stafcs~ i#diay. 1E Ic;dqktgdee 'is :the 'a- 
seWe;~f i dwmryr -harelte~ dtc,6&p iof q&srery. :.?me 
seiqpnd Irrr~s ig l~~  6 f the ; Unitad Stahij .John: Adr'ms, 
even more succinctly defincil-slaveryI~~dlii t a m s  that 
.i!:4'When ~ l t f r~ :q&&e~.  amfpai& in g&:tfoh && 
labor a d y  ab &titthrinonep lridwiil buyhrhe accks&~&tt 
of-: j i$~ ,  ..thcjt; ! d g o h  &i&,&dj rffai : of jkjae 
ska,cTd'!; ; > ; t  d -  + +  1, *'I. yi jfi+ t . . _ . , \ ,  ;* , -  - , ;  I - c r *  ~ i r  . r ,< i , . -  
r 
b . , I . -  
i * ~, .Ga=f i ,  ' ' ' I j r  j '&" ( f  ,.91('3 1 , j i  1 a - 
I + ~ ~ ~  q f  @t ;Fb?:@if; his. rgpepil.ltsdlj. ( , . . - "  an  &iid;d , 'ki 'his @,ti ,iJf>c44 foi :. &= ,rb+,. jp+rkj$i t&pd;j#v ;JT9! 
reqeive -,,; < ; l i p  a T f t . l  h~lng 'bqp ,  . I U - , L  , d - 1  F9f 4 j1 , efkbe$by John Aaams 4;: ,I)qIng1$*,? q~ $$e3 ee. Tbirhanes f i  . * / r  A L a  1 that1& --.& $2 irjf<!, hkeo Rlack , i - ; , > : e : +  ,bet)Ve$)o&'s, &v, pnd .P&*- 
1 btjieveft eouldnh be "Ad& .f&;C&fully &j@iphm 
i ~ g ~ ~ $ ' ~ ~ & & p &  &UD&&; ~ * * ~ i i i g !  t&d&ents 
o @ ~ & ~ s a ~ r ~ ~ e i i r & I y ~ ' ~ ~ f d ~ ~ ~ : 2 ~ : ! i ; J ~ ;  j . ' . p . ' * . t * * ' i  ,. . 
! j 2 jrfIfbe:*regwafi ~ f i u m e ~ f i r i C ) ~ $ & ) i l ~  &ha)' prdu*6h 
',ht ibfba~gbee,'tie 
:&,&r&-' 9 $ r '  'MLl$i& 
by vesting ownership of the socially operated land and 
machinery in society, viz., social production, social own- 
ership, The  POLITICAL UNION of our fathers, 
having outgrown its usefulness, must be replaced with 
the INDUSTRIAL UNION of the useful, productive 
workers of today. This requires a new constitution,. 
entirely different in character and form from t h ~  pres- 
ent constitution, though it will contain the enduring 
principles of democracy which characterized the Con- 
stitution of 1789. The  political democracy of the 18th 
and early 19th centuries will be superseded by the 
industrial democracy 'af ((the '- 20th century. Industrial 
democracy will, a s  stated+, retain all  that was vital and 
enduring in the politieaF~democracy of our fathers, and 
will place economic power; .arid the. direction of' society, 
in the hands of the masses where alone- it is safe and 
democratic for power t o  ieiide. 
While the capifplist, class, and the capitalist. spokes- 
men and politicians, reiiider lip-seriice to the Constitu- 
tion, professing retrerence and :admiration ;for -this 
great document, in :reality they, hold -it in contempt, 
except those parts which directly kekure their property 
rights. In their secret hearts they fear and distrust 
the Constitution. This was, perhaps never more force- 
fully demonstrated than when 'tk proposal . for so- 
called'national service was introduced some time ago. 
"National Service" is, of course, ' nothing but a euphe- 
.-', % '
mism for labor conscription, compulsory labor, or in- 
voluntary s ed tude ,  to use! the constitutional phiase. 
The thirteenth amendment to the. Constitution ex- 
pressly and unqualifiedly. forbbids compulsory labor. 
Supreme Court decisions have . repeatedly confirmed 
the provisions of the thirteenth amendment, whenever 
attempts were made to cirwmvent 'them through am- 
bigmusly phrased .legalistic proposals.. Capitalist :edi- 
torial writers and columnists (notably the shallow and 
pontifical Walter Lippmann) have .argued for involun- 
tary servitude through analogies, as, for instance, that 
if military cdliscription is n o t  unconstitutional (which 
in any case remains a moot constitutional. 
neither can industrial conscription. be. The simple and 
incontestable fact remains that military conscription (a 
comparatively modern invention) is not forbidden by 
the constitution in express terms, whereas involuntary 
servitbde, or . industrial constriptido, is uhq~alifiediy 
forbidden, ahd in unmistakably clear arid express terms. 
Not one of '  the proponents of ' laboi conscription has 
dared to come to grips with this i~sue-thiy 'ha* art- 
fully'dodgid' it whenever they were';challenged. And 
while . . cohitnns upon columns in the press have been 
granted, to ,the proponents. of involaritary servitude ' to 
argue ' bh.e ' alleged ' - (and : constituti6nally irrklevant ) 
nec'ess3iy+. o f  .Cbmpubory labor, space has been . denied . ! I S  
to those who-liavk sbught t o  demonstrate in reasoqlrig 
details that lab,or. conscription is in fact in direit' vibk- 
tiori o f  the 'tli%kiiitfi. 6l;lendrnent and a menace -ti, all 
I * .  
. , constitutiofial . - $  , right$ . .  .$fid guarantees., 
a . A  . . 
While -the . attempt to  dedare the thirteenth, 
amendment a ;deadr ;letter law. is by no mean3 the wiy 
effort made by capitalist -pol.itkians to .set -mide the: ba- 
sic 1sw.of the hnd,..or impq*tant provikiuns of .iti- it is 
by far the most irnportqnt and sinister, being atso the 
most :recent. The attempt illustrates the oft7confirmed 
sociological law, that once a. dzos is, in power, and. that 
power or vital material interests of the ruling classl :%re 
thyatened or. abstructed, nothing will stop that class 
from trampling'underfoot even its own basic and most 
4 4 sacred" laws and provisions. It recalls to mind. James 
- * .  
I 
f ; ,.* ? F? ?. . 1 ,  - $ 1  , i 1 $ 1  
constitupon, v@ . ; I .  paraptee . .  pa 
-equal 'voice aqd ..yote. i , , l , .  .., in . ,.the . . 
bf industry, with renewed 
c o n s ~ i e ~ c e - ~ ~  ' 'f r e 6  of 
&&,! **d; a@ f ree&ma: how ; ;ksmd 1 & : *&& 
itldiuikiu& breioddms %hire like not i&ompatibIe! 16th rditiic! 
&t&-e& of !!the: t6~i;e~t[v{p$(w81 %h& aid 'the" ~ h $ &  gtiar&h..& ithe; p r a ~ m & ~ ~  ~ g g : w t ~ s ~ d  : & a! ieipiQiZtpii s& 
&VI &f4 t dfi.gh8&he& ,fibe ifnmf! gab; dhen,: : b~fi&. jt  
h7 k,''fird~&l+ ir&f.bfi8b$',' &&lirG 1 0 & 
* ~ * @ ~ . * ~ ~ ~ & ~ ~ f f l ~ ~ & ~ ~ . j Y , i . , ; ; t i  7 , ,  f : . * i> ; : : , * *  ;:;.:; .:<* - : : ~ ~ ~ ? o t J  
q8f;I:j J ~ ! : J  :p : : - ;  . f ,  jj.i:*~~kp381&Bj+pg~& a 
r f ' J  
j ; , ; , i % ;  , j t i  1 irlm i 
, .  ? ' . '  : > 
~ ~ I n b ~ k ~ ; . r t ~ & ~ ~ " ; " ; ;  '!I >!T~'>[[+i 'yG':<Ji)!tj;<*?4.{,j  ' ~ j 2 j * * > j ~ ~  
INTRODUCX'ION. 
"He [a Berlin journalist] says conse- 
quences of modern capitalism in Russia will be an 
easily overcome as they are in the United States. 
There he quite forgets, that the United States are 
modern, bourgeois from the very origin; that they 
were founded by petits bourgeois and peasants who 
ran away from European feudalism to establish a 
purely .bourgeois society.. . . .Up to 1848 one could 
only speak of the permanent native [United States] 
working class as an exception: the small beginnings 
of it in the cities in the East always had still the 
hope of becoming farmers or bourgeoisie." 
- FREDERICK ENGELS. 
T h e  Constitution of the United States has been 
praised and condemned in extravagant terms. On the 
one hand, it has been hailed as the greatest document 
ever conceived and penned by the brain and hand of 
man; on the other, it has been denounced as a compact 
of 'evil, as a conspiracy by the rich against the poor- 
the latter particularly by anarchists of various stripes, 
including the Anarcho-Communist variety (the mem- 
bers and supporters of the "Communist party"), 
though latterly these bewildered creatures (who pass 
through life in a state of permanent mental infantil- 
ism) have become passionate Constitution-worshipers, 
and in such contrast to their erstwhile contempt for, 
and vilification of, the Constitution as to furnish addi- 
tional proof of the two main indictments against an- 
archists: that they are the reverse of that medal of 
which .the bourgeoisie constitutes the obverse; and 
that their cloak of "no-government" hides a body 
dedicated to autocracy and tyranny. 
Of course, the Constitution of the United States 
was neither the inspired word of the deity, nor the 
foul plot of the devil which its- admirers and traducers 
have successively proclaimed it to be. Putting the 
matter in the simplest terms, the Constitution may be 
said to be merelythe rules and by-laws of the associa- 
tion which came into beini full-fledged with the oust- 
ing of > the British Crown; and obviously these by- 
laws--like the by-laws of any group or association- 
reflected the essential needs of the body it was intended 
to rule and hold together. - It was,a fiouthful capital- 
ist society which emerged in America at  the conclu- 
sion of the Revolutionary War-a crude and primi- 
tive capitalism, to be sure' but full-fledged, and capable 
of developing to full stature and maturity, as it did so 
develop. Nevertheless, despite the particular purpose 
the Constitution was .to serve, it- fully deseri.es the rec- 
ognition bestowed .upon i t  as being :the ireatest and 
most enlightened- docummit .of its kind at the time of 
its adoption-and this notwithstanding even the many 
defects which its .own autfiofs were quick a to point out. 
h d  it was possible for it to become such a unique doc- 
ument, not - primarily because its ! creators were.. wisk 
and good men (though most of than  were wise and 
good-"good," as men go), but because it originated 
under conditions which rendered well-nigh ideal the. be- 
ginning of the new social system. 
, In '  Europe, capitalism had. to hack its way, so to 
speak,\,,through the heavy ciust of feudalism, with .all 
the travail and confusion attending the gradual merg- 
ing o@ two opposite sets of - social-principles, with the 
eventual:- elimination of most. -of the old order. For in 
Europe, when capitalism emerged finally, it was not 
only tainted with the feudalic spirit, but it carried 
with it large chunks of feudal vestiges, some of which 
to &is very day still ougvive, and.w&h in some7coun- 
tries (notably Italy and. Germmyo! : $ave .even. sewed 
as. ''wringbar&':, for: 'the new feudalism which; has 
(temporarily, at . . least) . arisen there. A stiu - more 
striking sxample q f what results fgom the fg$ipg- .of, a 
thoroughly encrusted. f e d a l i  with a f ziqly ~ l l  de- 
veloped capitalisp j may be seen in the case. of J.+pwE 
where . a social. ,system emerged and develqedi ints 
what may be described as-pa almo'st perfect sxample 
leLJ of, industrial f eudaiismi , i j  
he here in America we started virtually {in a capi- 
talist Eden-dn Eden, however, ; *hi& was not without 
its serpent,. viz;. private property; ;an& particularly 
 lave properq. But :private property was the logical 
ibtitlition .fat--ther time and situatioa, :and:&we. prop. 
erty was. eyentually abolished as- the: anomirly it war in 
a . gr~wj ,& capitalist. dociety, : where - .  wige labhi, oi 
wage, slawry, form its . logical and inseparable coun- 
tetpaint. , + In. euch:an ideal ;etting, and with -&uch. ern* 
?Us. .natural:.resoycles, ,.capitalism: deoclopedf rideally, 
bringing .to, dull tfiuitioh .. all that : wu, .inherent ,in, * and 
normal,, ta, + the. qsysterni; No wandc~+. then, that the 
Ammican r s ~ t h t i ~ w  da oid 4 4 .  the tri& that 
~ccmpmnied dl lsot ions;  andl mdetllments ileetftherd, 
heirr . was, ;&deed) the- alntast : pedwt- -.expr&sioni of 
rapitadism- in its 'a1rndb:pu~e 9mte pand this Waternent 
is~~notj:made; hr~anyc:&rogatory :sensd,i. for iti;:rnust :not 
+be f b t ~ t t e n . ,  that. capitalia ~;epreacmted a great . step 
f~r*rd ; in* - sa&atcan8: b q ~ a a  progress. &Ham,  rapC 
ta&sm. i ~ - ~ k & a  ,.st; !*e ~ime of the - revalution, arid 
6airmany. i thereafpetl,; irepresented . revqhtian and 
pgqy-6~8 8t :-its.~noblest~ a d  i bedt (andj .:as cdntrasted 
with feudalism. -capitalism was deserving of the de- 
f [ ,  - -  
' , - , J ~ , .  ' 

sz-mt j  i:dtmiglmsj :iVhich 
ef f g a e a ~ j i m p ~ ~ c  
isf ~&~iscnafr,~whiob~~~~~t. igkvc 
a fho ;Gmrmqflmaichl.; For, the 
i kS@: mi -&ind, rrpmi 
but loaarrdmna ? whi1~ towaidst am ~abtqolmp.) mdnqrchs 
wheo!%ihe&n,ga -rba;d;ddm ;upwn.; hah&:md ~nothsl;pmhile . , 
tobPqr& re demoe~argri-j drhea; *he r beqlc i :had -.&i 
tntttrr, f ihj this t b t a b l i i r n :  pf~ *hehsermtei.a ,an+ 
ike. IEowpi ~ 4 t h ~  ;itsi inaqqalitibs ,.am$.~~~mihg : hqdas 
f . : -iprofierb~&m, r pareon$,: ! this : i fur the^ ri r'derencae! i ;bo 
pa- and L ~ # @ s  -m*t fiave i - mfadii~ . az ptofatmd; i: . 
r Tim+ * .  
' dng !+ , ~ i * ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ,  f . 7  lL, : ; , %:;:tr: , . ;;<; 1; ~ j ; ; : ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ; * ~ ~ ~ ~  
4 , '  ' 
. - i : 2 ; i : . ; J  *-,i!! : - , i % t : ; \ * l ~ f f *  
' ~ f i  &lrtfy s*ot$; by?f&y@$ri 
What the Fathers meant to create, what. they 
hoped- to form, was a constitution and a govenuneni 
which forever (or  for a time so far  into the future as 
to .seem practically "forever" ) would guaranty equal- 
ity and well-being to all. They could not have known 
that private property (which is the cornerstone of the 
Constitution) would become an institution *for khe en- 
slavement of the overwhelming mass o f .  the popula- 
tion, : since ,private property to them. obviously meant 
the only .and natural means of freedom for all. Yet, 
this is what has actually happened. The  Fathers sin- 
cerely thought they organized a free commonwealth. 
What they, in fact, did was to lay the foundation of 
the capitalist State, resting, as it does how, on the ex- 
ploitation .of countless wage slaves. They honestly 
thought they organized a+ kvernment of freemen, to 
endure for. ages. They :.: did not , realize that they 
fashioned (as -carlyle put it) what was to become 
"emphatically a machine: to the discontented a ,'taxing 
machine,'* t-o the contented a 'machine for  securing 
of +prbperfiy."' They did not visualize, and could not 
have visualized, that '  they were building a pcilitical 
stntcture . whicb later -.was- to <fit h e r s o n ' s  terse vex- 
dicb: ''Every state is. corrupt." They did kriow itahat 
unless. Lsa f e&ardse :were povided, govetnrnental agen- 
-would fall into the hands of corrupt individuals, 
but they did not expect that the then p&ibple's govern- 
*WIl$ftrg," +&at b,. in the sense that the PoTiticaI state is the 
executive ummbtee of the ,capitalist class, aiding thot class in extra&- 
ing from the working c b  ftom 80 per cent to 90 per cent ,of its to- 
tal product. With %axaitlon in its current sense the \ workers * sre not 
~ a ~ : d ,  seeing that t a ~ ~ q  are derived from p~perty of whikh .the 
workers, e~ a c h s O  awn nothinip. The workers do not pay the taxes, 
whether m e  v k s  d so-called "iiirect" taxation, & the humbug %- 
dirkP --a which all politicians and bourgeois-minded persons 
(from the plutocrats to the AnarchoJCommunist rdosmc~s) cadde rq 
much about. - ,  
ment, which they established as -an institutian,:, would 
become what Emerson abo described as "the cheat and 
bully and malefactor we meet everywhere.. . . . " For 
with all their knowledge and.wisdom, they shared the 
view of the bourgeoisie everywhere that the downfall 
of feudalism signalized the arrival ,of permanent hu- 
man freedom and well-being. They did qot under- 
stand, and could not have .understood, that private 
property was something comparatively recent inhuman 
aff airs-having only .existed during what Lewis H. 
Morgan calls . "the comparatively short period of 
civilization. . . . " They did not, andl e ~ u l d ~ n o t  know, 
that private property contained within itself the germ 
of iti own destruction, and of the social system resting 
upon it. They did-notgrasp the tremendously signifi- 
cant fact that private .property 'as an, hstitution w2s 
the child of scarcity and an increasing population, . a d  
that it constituted the painful, but necessary means of 
solving the problem resulting from ancient commun- 
ism's equality -on the basis. of universal poverty. and 
want, vik  univerwl stagnation, .materially and cultur- 
ally. They *p.hblibly had' read Aristotle's obiem* 
tion- - .: + C  - 
. , 
"For if eve;,,ibgrurnent could accomplish its own 
work, obeying graniicipafi  the will of others, like 
the statues &f ~ z d a h & ,  o r  the tiipods of Hephaestus, 
which, says the poet* 
. . 
. . .  
'of tiieir ak&d entered 
the issembly'of. the. Gods,' , 
in like . manner, the' shdttle .would 
ctrum touch the - . lyre without a hand 
weave and the 
to guide them, 
*Hornma, II. XVZII., 376. 
~hautomatic machinery as is now being done,. which 
faat i?s respoh~ible .for priwite p~uperty having become 
al monstsosity, . and- a curse to society at large, thowh 
prtimaiily to tk - p ropertiless. working class, :For what* 
- 
&r the Fathers mighti think of Europe! 'and its mi% 
e~ies, where it might have geemed to themr to be neces- 
- 
sary. for ages to maintain: a. situatio 
- r  
. . .. q,, . *  ,?. . , : f ; ; : *  ' 
I thsse who thi+--qvqt govein those that toil," 
m- ' 3 I ' .  , 
- .  
- 
th;ey felt i ~ r g h a t ~  sgld -b&ir::' the 
thej. were forming wodlf'iiiiiire equality, justice and 
ti-: of tk. C o n j t W n i  :the soem1 :~~psterir. which it* was 
k@&d to ses~g+a;\nc&~..&d s e n @  j effgCtiycly gqd bgne 
ficially for so many years-presents to our generation 
the identical problem (though magnified a .tho,vsand- 
fald, ' $and - man :: tfhei h o t 6  -:&dihpIexll , khich - the 
~ i ~ h ~ k ~  J ere' ea li 4 Wdi & .sol+$. :ih@ +fiic&* &q' 
f ' sb (&BB&bntly sbM ;fd&~hEir *ghnegti& m&, $qdb- 
lem of abolishing private property iii .'oiP 'da~+inhldeit 
I 
- - I the problem of abolishing slavery . (.,,. - .--. (wage slayery), ex- 1 
actly as the advent :df pi4iv'prtty * broii&ht @avery into i 
existence. "With p$6pdrtf, ' 'f,kddi'i hdorgan, 
6 4  $$Q ,i , j sime jj d i ,':: . in gqdua.uy + *  < ,  - .the ?I :+ - .p~iReiple of aristocracy, 
sfrivulg - for ~ t i q  '.cwigion of prifilileF$ll.: c13s& ' phk 
el;e'l;i'=nt ' '&f p;iop=+ - Ce&iK&esj which 
controlled society to a great extent i&a$ng the cam- 1 
p l z C ~ i V ~ ~ j s ~ i ~  pri~d-.af i ~ i u l f i ~ d e ~ ~ , " ~ ~ i g i $ e ~ i ~ & & -  
kind: : :&fgb&smi;.- hpe&iiSm; mhakky,; p r ~ l $ @ d  
classes1 .$rinbtg rcpres~ntiatipe ' dcqmmcy ~[attg.hidg 
buU iafildreeceme: in 'the j&moba6y f o d d .  inn r,$3ph 
AJPli] ii-iI~:has also. made .4hh. rirratet the e14Htidi ns- 
tioss ,eswtially ,. a p.r~perjty-making 2 caree~f. But *an 
tb ! ,ingdliige.mce. &inkifid. .[i$+,, a f ,  the. presbt-d~y 
working <lasg.-AP.1. riw$: m: tlneheighe of :the great 
questbn. of . the .lib'stnaot : c i a 8  6f pkopett)ri. ;ihclitBing 
the ; stelations : - ~ f .  eroperty: i rthe state,. a ~ * j ~ e l t * .  a* tht 
-7rights. . of p e t ~ o m  - ?tq pr~jy$rt)ri : :a dadificktioa ,of lc&s 
esent . order ;of I thing@, m&y: be: eapggt#i!'-: : . .. : : -, i ;. .,. - A 
Thus, iixtf. i$kli;b: ago,- : spoke.--the:.4Jitpt' : b k c i c a r i  
scholar, Lewis Henry Morgan, writing in the spirit of I the "founding Fathers" of 1787. It remains for the workers to organize for industrial self-government, 
discard the territorial basis of governmental represen- ! 
t tation which came into being with the advent of pri- 
vate property and slavery, and thereby not' merely 
to achieve their own emancipation (making full use of 
i the great document executed in 1787 by our' revoh- 
1 tionary forefathers), but also to save civilization and 
society from a social cataclysm which threatens to en- 
gulf all mankind. Even as America 15o years ago pro- 
vided a setting which made of the newly established 
social system a veritable Eden of Capitalism, so Amer- 
ica today provides the setting which makes it possible 
for the workers to establish, humanity's "first heaven 
on earth," without much travqil and disorder. When the 
workers organize in revolrigionary Industrial Unions, 
these to constitute the- component integral parts of 
the new "federal" industriel government, we shall 
have put an end to the horrors en endered of private 
, property systems and slavery. S k e  free Industrial 
Republic of Labor, with peace pnd abundance for 
all, will constitute this "heaven. on earth," the 
"Good Society," and not the reversal to bourgeois lib- 
eralism ulf twenty-five or fifty years ago which certain 
plutoigogues are prating about, .and urging upon us in 
the ,name of the "Good Society." Our revolutionary 
forefathers, as an absolute- condition 'for establishing 
their "Good Society,'' were compelled first ..to destroy 
the. ivle and power of the British Crown. The abso- 
lute .condition for instituting the industrially demo- 
critic "Good Society," sf, 'the future is that Capitalism 
Must Be Destroyed! In other words, autocracy in in- 
dtwtry, or despotic collecti~ism, must yield to demo- 
cratic ownership and management of industry, or dem- 
ocratic iollectivism-in s h o r t ,  SOCIALISM. 
- t  
The Constitutional Convention 
"The American Revohtion, the name &at our bur- 
geois revolution g- by, was the most liberal until then 
e q x r ( i d .  D m - d u s t  dogmatists, whose !Sa&k 
goeg by rote, deprivk the g o ~ ~ s  M m p a u x i a n  
theory regarding the jlldterkIist mcoeption of h'btory 
df much of its sphdar, irdsivenw and many-sided 
h t r n i n o ~  by denying the Re*olutionary Fabha of 
Am* all sibcerity in +he& fervid p r o c l a m ~ h  af 
freedam, .Not pnly is thc matsriaIist ooaeerptbn d 
history nowise' done violence to--on the contrary, it 
receives marked demonsttation from the share, b w -  
ever f & t u o ~  belief d the Re~oiutionary Fathers that 
they had esbblbhed freedom on mpermi~nent fan&- 
tions.. . . . 
''a course $he kEef was fatuous. The emnmic so- 
cial laws that underlie the private m m h @  of the 
necessaries for produotion+and and t o o w d  which 
started into actiyity since that great 'pri;ma1 nvolution 
wbkh overthrew me [ancient] .oo-I agstem, could 
not chose but be latent in the young h g e o i s  Amer- 
ican Republic. Nor w e  these Istm slow to assert 
&emseIvm md, in . so a r t i n g  them%elvs, to W e  
and &attar the card-house of the Rtw?1ution9e fl- 
lusions conc&aibg freedan!'-&&& De Leos. , 
The first "constitution" of the United States was 
adopted at Philadelphia on the ninth of July, ~778,  but 
it was not ratified until March, I 78 I .  It was called by 
the grandiose title "Articles of Confederation and per- 
~etual  Union between the States of [the thirteen 
original states]." And whereas the preamble of the 
present Constitution commences with the democratic. 
- 
"We the People of the United States . . . . do ordain 

tion and perpetual union. . . . It is of passing iqfef- 
est to note that in the preamble to the "Articles" Mas- 
sachusetts is tef'6i4edg td ad '.M~$sachd~ettsl'~B;1~'?1'and 
Rhodie Isiafid;. As' b'Whode &dddb','gn& Pr9+i&dnCre ?lhb 
- t  ? rntim8," 'j * ! . t ' i  ..- :: ';. . i . ;  ~ ~ ~ . ! ~ r r  t . , ! ~ ! ~ j ; ~ ~ ~ r . - ,  ,;,.ti! ? , + :  ,:;; I; 
c :-: The,. :'t!Apfities &ff :Conf&Tgti~n'!* $e% elthe cf thel 
settled- ,s tat& iafi. tbelrount~,~ add.: b e  dghmrtsiniqz. p i i d  
- - 
vailing among the states generally with r e s p ' h  i ta : rind 
vgsting. a , =ma1 sluth9rfity, pqpr~{, $9,. . dice^ to 
t.bml in4 .aemh iqplortfint qespectg.,; , 'Z;hqy. ' soan 
found : ina&~~ape, fpg;; the. ppq~osq-. jif ;:u'pe5f c f ' ,  
v n k ~  not t~ sqqk. ;of. cr ''.pyppqq[;rpnaqp''- I, 4% & 
'F9que~ilfe, lo,, hie- q f . thp,, L&mq5canf ;iQpub!ic, 
that oftq~ota$ plfissjfi,+: "Dpqqicrjacy; in ,&yeqi~a,''~ si$ih,: - 
C "  I 
I * *  - , 4 
. . "As long as. the war with the' mother' country 
lasted, the i j rh ip le  'bf uhiori was Kept ali+e &by nkces- 
sity ; and-. al'thoiqgh 2iltfiti-law&whkhd cotkstitutad : it: weret 
defectiv& !-&ma ;tie i :su&isted . in, *ite bf :;their 
imperf ertimi/j  at' I wag okf i~e - i~ t~~~uded ,  
the fa&-& &f thts 1i$lbtion: . [ t& :'!A)ticfes?! ] : be:- 
came manifest.! '+the !&cfe ~&-tmid to h.~isudderrhr 
dis&lvedit E;& = c&&fiy . an I iadepm&jnt! re- 
piiblic, and 'ad$hhed: an abkblt~te sdrpereignty. :The: Fed- 
e r ~ 1 2 ~ ~ v e ~ ~ n ~ i  * cond&nkd 'im&jteke. ; its . 
sti&ticrrrj *a;'d m, rlengei iwtaih&$%y. $&$ piewnce of 
c b f i m ~  dbngeri d ~ ~ ~ i ~ d  ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ b t 3 ~ t a g ~ s  iogered pm flag' b;)i :-the i gp&i : dAtiohsf ;af &Gode; .P;r&fwt.: iit .* was 
scarcely able to maintain its ground against thi: Indian. 
tribes, and to pay the interest of the debt which had 
been contracted during the war of independence. I t  
was already on the verge of destruction; when it of- 
ficially proclaimed its inability to conduct the govern- 
ment, and appealed to the constituent authority, (Con- 
gress made this declaration on the 2 1st of February, 
1787.)" ~f . .  . . ,  . L I ; t ., , ,  . . , 
:5 I .fj,. ; 8 . *  . !  - ' :  
1 -  - ! 
i - Writing in July, 1786, to Col. Wm. Grayson, one 
of his aides, George Washington said: "Is it not among 
the most unaccountable things in nature that the repre- 
sentation of a great country should generally be so 
thin as not to be able to execute the functions of gov- 
ernment ?" ( t  d 
' And somewhat later he wrote: "Without them 
[i-e., adequate powers] we stand in a ridiculous point 
of view in the eyes of the nations of the world. . . . 
who must see and feel that the Union, or  the States 
individually, are sovereigns, as best suits their pur- 
poses; in a word, that we are one nation today, and , 
thirteen tomorrow. 9 9  .. , 
i . .  v .  I , -  & . . . I  I( 
- I t  is a fact that the great powers of Europe held 
the United States in thorough contempt. The  manner 
in which the capitalist powers have treated Soyiet Rus- 
sia constitutes the nearest parallel to the treatment ac- 
corded the United States by the world powers follow- 
ing the close of the Revolutionary War. 
- One of the most ominous signs of the prevailing 
anarchy, and contempt for the federal authority, was 
the revolt headed by Daniel Shays, of Massachusetts, I, 
in the year 1786, which is now known as "Shays's Re- 
bellion." And the weakness of even the state govern- 
ments (Shays's rebellion was quelled by the State of 
Massachusetts, not the federal authority) is. indicated 
by the fact that although fourteen of the "insurgents" 
were convicted of treason, and sentenced to death, 
while a large number were convicted of sedition fol- 
lowed by heavy penalties, the sentences. were softened 
or entirely remitted. As an early historian observes: 
"TO such extent did they share the sympathies of 
tht people, as to render their executions unsafe. Mod- 
- - 
erate penalties only 
; . Obviously those- who had fought .to :resist, ..and even- 
tually throw off, the British yoke of * tybanny, were mot 
content to see their newly won indiperidence dissipated 
and corrupted - irito social anarchy. - -The substantial 
men of property, who had .riiked lives. and ioieunes,. 
desired a stable and centralized form of government. 
And logical for the times was their desire. Tbe Ieading 
men7 of 'the republic (among whom Midiso'n-as out- 
standing) got' together to -discuss - ways and tileans of 
remedying tlie situatiog, . and ,SO:- brigg 'about, order 'and 
stability-the cotzd.i:tib: - sine - qka mn for a continued 
prosperous develo@i~t. Q ~ E :  the country.:. . MadStion; in 
a letter written to- a Mr. -JAndrew Stevenson, in I 82 6, 
briefly summarizes the skccress;ve steps a n d  acts whkh 
led to the calling of the Constitutional Convention : 
I . .  
2 ,  . 
,+. "Z am not s u e  that I unde&tand your allusions to 
the 'origin of .the conventiufi!. of 1787. If 1, do, you. 
have averlooked steps - antecedent +to the . interposition 
of the old Congress. That .convention grew out of the 
" . .  &nV&tion at w @ l i s ; .  i b  ': Augu8q tij1786,r . 
&fid&i::tjp VirBiniir lzh wi&e.!. : rti-;ha:d 
fdr its 6Bjects tieitah btdvisiisns .bnly, rklathg to corn- 
Fei.cet g& .fedefi&C; 1 :-kvhd Deputie.sn do met, - infer-*g 
from afl infei'sch'ari~J~fi ihbsmition as the:i;taite - .  .of! 
tfic public mllid $hit6 it htid inad& a .great1 sdvandj. sub 
sequent even to the act of Virginia, towards maturity 
fs~&i&s-gh refonit "of ..thk Meta l  $~W&ZI, m6k' the 
d&&e 8tq1 ! of iccommendirig a Cohvention, with 
adequate for'the purposk: The Lekislature of 
Virginia, being the first assembled, set the example of 
compliance, a d  endeavored to strengthen it by putting 
General Washington at the r z head of her Deputation." 
On February 2 I,  1787, Congress approved the all- 
ing :of the mnventi*. and M a y  1 +, r 787;- was k e d  
as the. opening; date! a It. h s :  not until the >2  5th of May, 
kowevei,...that fiftpfinte~de&qp~s~ f ~ o z i ~  all b ~ t  .one state 
(~Rhade ! Island : beh& .>&a :exbqtion) *. ;c~nwmad at . In- 
degendeiace Hall, ~ ~ ~ i ~ h i a ;  They. included twenty- 
. . 
. ' ' .  , . -  ..-, 
, . 
r I - - . . * ,  2 
.- . . : . - I . ; . i .  . - , ., \. I 4 
. ~1 *N@rtb C&!~lh~-,*d IP)bdp iIrnd ,held 
-Wt :eg%t* @ 
t&' last, @&formet j k k b g  CO-t in Novmber, .l789, the kt= u! May, 
p&fj*' ade! fE&i;a:' &'%&' && ka. :at &B i laf@yh daltT*: 
tba. .+The ,, domiinurt . p p m  .at ! Bb;ode .Iplend : f+ the .intdqrtbcp, qf 
pmtx$r& ~uthority - w i th -th$r local privileges, , "and a. kpec5aUy dfh bdi: &&&! . & j & & e  ipapv moay . " , I\)8h&' hi if 
. tDedlamti~n of indepepdance ; .r . 
ved, in the Congsess ,md aa :@v- 
e-rs f :and nizay amwg. !them, held degrees r .  , from -.the 
folfsmosfi. British and Am 
. . 
. I :. - 
: i  ,>: ' 
. R%i 
-; .'."The assembly which 
I ingt ithe Second. constitution :was . small, ,but (3eOCge Washington was its President, and it co~ained:the r I finest minds and the noblest characters which had ever appeared in the New World." I Few of those, however: hvho had held "extreme" 
views at the beginning of the Revolution were present. 
Pnrtimlarly, ~ ~ p i c u a ~  by their & s e w  wepe :Pattick 
tiy he'di&,mjt ratum'-unt;i1:,iq89b:., One~rnay+.pe&tps, 
f;rrPi-ar the! lxbsenod af ithesie mu1ujidn;iv ~6ght$ni~:coz$. 
findtion : of: the. ~ ~ i n i  that rtht p~pagdaditgC and 
firab~ands ,a$ the i @ .reyoly~aiabf ;stoug%lps. ; by add 
measures and compromises, disqualify themselves for 
the more tedious, prosaic and unpopular task of con- 
stmcting a new goiernment-a task which often calls 
for trading with the opposition, compromising of prin- 
ciples, and adjusting the ideal of the revolution to the 
material possibilities at hand. That, at any rate, is true 
of bourgeois revolutions, and of revolutions which 
(like the Russian Bolshevik Revolution) require for 
complete success universal acceptance of their funda- 
mental program. 
by these eminent -men of $haha~-Ame,riean Repubiic, here 
they s&,! c m e i ~ u s - b ~ ~  tha-Igme responsibility resting: 5 upon them. - . cEfi& -q&,~ablti.  Franklin, in his, eightyAtd 
secmit year;. JrcpretSs&ntd glmmt\ the very beginning of 1;; 
herim9s goloniali : gwbwth, .ha+ing been born during?' 
the ?reignt :wf Queen Anhe, .while Alexander Hamilto&, 
@ktyizears 
that;>waq yet to tie.; 
s&bdii ;tmbiQced die @ast, the present and the 
of the United States of America. To assert 
fif+G+e ' ' i i nh  -were wholly disinterested would be 
assert the qbsurd and the utterly impossible. ' T o  
that they* wen scoundrels solely intent oh 
of $he American Republic werek neither fiends plotting 
he.-enslavement of the masses, nor altruistic supermen 
coticerned only with abstract principles of right and 
justice.. Those seeking confirmation on this score can 
do no better than to consult the so-called Madison pa- 
pers,* which, while unofficial minutes of the Constitu- 
tional Convention held from May 25 to September 17, 
1787, nevertheless had the tacit approval o the con- 
vention. Madison recorded the speeches an\ acts of 
h e  convention with painstaking eare and,  accuracy. 
Here, then, we have a faithful portrayal of the great 
historical drama of which the culminating act was the 
final consolidatiora of the United States of America. 
m N o  one can read the speeches of the delegates to 
the convention without being impressed with these two 
major facts: (I)-That here was a body of cultured 
and informed men of .extraordinary intelligence, sttug- 
gling earnestly and sincerely to form a compact that 
would secure to all the essential rights arid opportuni- 
ties. that the age could provide ; and, ( 2 )-that mate- 
rial and economic interests constituted- the dominant 
note and the driving force in that *convention. There 
is no contradiction inirolved here. Each individual or  
group took it for granted that to further .a particular 
material interest, the interests of all were adv~lced. 
It was assumed (and 'the assumption- was justified at 
the time). that enough, if .not plknty, was- within r ~ a c h  
of all, barring t h i  lazy &d physicallj. helpless. And 
though if was recognized that there *ere rich and 
pbbr, the poor were not so in the sense of the word 
today: Barring exceptional caseir, a man might have 
been considered poor merely because he could odv'  en- 
: :*@me 38urpaf bf -the ]3ebates. in the anvention which $qmd .the 
Coqstitution .of . $he Upited States, May-Geptember, I 7  87'' as recorded 
by faima BXadh; . - 

&&yY in; :the pama sense that horses and !cattle w q ~ e  
. . 
- - suncd," . . 
- . , :>he institution of slavery did, indeed, as sei 
~ Q W  ,problem :to the delegates. ' Most . of them spoke 
in luiqu&iied terms of condemnation and denunciation 
of the-.in$titu~onm . It was recognized,. however, .that no 
union. of the states could be .formed if the -powerful 
s%uth were left out, and that .in ~ r d e r  to eff ea a union, 
slavery had to be swallowed. ln short, .the endeavor 
waslt6 make the best out o f  a bad situation and to ac- 
cep4 the .fact of] slavery without-.endorsing it as an in; 
stittation. 3 s  . 
-4 -- ;4t: Gouverneur Morris of .Penney1:vania* spoke in an- 
easured terms whenq he said (in .Madi$on,s- notes) : 
".He [Mo~ris] never would concur in qpholding do- 
mestic ; slavery. .It was-- a nefarious kcltitution. It was 
the wrse of heaven- on the States where it prevailed. 
Compare the .free regions of &the, middle , Stages, where 
a- rich, and aoble cultivati~n~~ rna~ks the prosperity and 
happisiess of the people, with the misery .and 9po~erty 
which, overspread thebarren wastes of Virginia, ~ ' a r y -  
- $rid the other States having slavqs." ., , 8 s  
.The partic~lat.occssion for~-Morris:+ remrks..waa I 
the qucs~on, .of repic,saritation. . TBe South inseted .- on 
. . 
.. I .  ' . )  : - .  i' - .  
- ; ' -  .' l i ' d ' d  ', Q , - . . I , . < :  . , 8 .  I . . I * . .  . 
, . .  , 
. '  I L 
-. X+weqe=- , M ~ , d q ; . y a , .  qs ,=W:, op -,yhwa$cy, i 0 5 : ~ p  $"f" rigbto ai my of the delegates, but ba*g  no.^ &on'~rn@ I& for s a- 
it' - 'saby. fhr :hh te desmrnd~~  SUB^ @.,& iej#itisdon, M 
h+ ', Jartdes! ,$lrrbigOa d d  . (it? p ,h@q~, %aged &pry 8. lY\);:- . 
be [~onris] ' accorad pi&* C ~ t h .  tbe ,p01iti~i1 d&&es 
o ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ! ' ~  d o t t  & : h & ~ * & @ i ~ , * : ~  
qat& :q%*: ,ya prqs b q ,  --f* ia $pro*@ &i. aiqionr whch 1 ,  rn* r 
at vadmce mth those! preyailing ip f i e  ceanventitp. He did.not 
any udlne d a- konstitalion: 986 bib: done .by Hamlltom ; but 
fended ,for .c&~in ardcIqi fr S e t @ :  'adr JIf* ; gp$tierf-IPrly) s &$. &e 
I bid, esse+al to the st-ittj, d enmgy 0 .  o G w ~ d  mpobb of A' .-' I-T BE. p r d t d k g  tkb r l i k  ofproJerty At3 
MKMORACY. He +Red 4q rprk thr rahiht of ~uQu#~-  ro. bakm~i- $h& 
of numberr. d&h he pr-,wed k, &? tha )only e f f e t t d  secu* tq 
ecick agaiwt the M I C I ~ ~  of the &hmr) , o I ,  
3r 
including the slaves as part of the population, which 
basis, of course, would insure to them a larger repre- 
sentation in the national government. Said- Morris: 
"Upon what principle is it that the slaves shall be com- 
puted in the representation? Are they men? Then 
make them citiGns and let them vote. Are they prop- 
erty?. Why, then, is no other property included?" ( 
- - 
General Pinckney, of South Carolina, on the other 
hand,: insisted "ihat the rule of wealth should be as- I 
cereained . . . . and that property in ' slaves should. not 
be exposed to danger under a government instituted 1 
for the protection of property."-And arguing against 
computing. representation on a basis which induded 
blzives, Mr;. Pattersoh of.'New Jersey said: "He [Pat- 
terson] could regard Negro slaves in no light b& as 
property. They i r e  no free agents, have: na persbnal 
liberty, no faculty of acquiring property,. but on the 
contrary are themselves property. and like other prop 
erty entirely -at .the will- of the master. ' H a s  a man in 
Virginia a number of &t [in theT stite legislature] 
m t6 *the number of his ,slaves ? And if Ne- 
groes are not rep~kserited- in the States to which they 
belorig, why shsuld they be represented in the general 
- .  - 
government?. . . '. He was also against such an hdirect 
encouragement of the slave trade; observing that Con- 
gress in their act relating to the change of the 8th.ar- 
tidC of tbrtfkderation had been ashamed to use the 
term + 'slav~s' , and had substituted a description.?' Not- 
w~hstaading:logic and denunciation of slavery, the &n- 
placable South Carolinians retGi.ned to the charge: 
"M& [Pierce] Butler and ~ e n e r a l  Pinckney insisted 
that:: biacks. be included in the rule of representation 
eqwally with the. whites ; and for that purpose moved 
that' .the words 'three-fifths' [three freemen to equal 
five slaves] be struck..,out." - 
-$Here, indeed, was a dilemma either horn of ,which 
the 'dklcgates were desperately trying to escape. Fi- 
nally, it was decided that one slave should be regarded 
as' equal to three-fifths of a white person! Colond 
Mason of Virginia exclaimed : "This infernal traffic 
[importation of slaves] originated in the avarice of 
British merchants. The British government constantly 
checked the attempts of Virginia to put a stop to it."* 
Mr. Pinckney, representing South Carolina, served no- 
tice on the convention that under no circumstances 
would South Carolina agree to any compact which in- 
cluded prohibition of the slave trade. ('1n every pro- 
pbsed extension of the powers of Congress [said Pinck- 
ney] that State [South Carolina] has expressly and 
watchfully excepted that of meddling with the impor- 
tation of Negroes." And, again, Mr. Pinckney, ac- 
cording to Madison's notes, "rkminded the convention 
that if the committee should fail to insert~ome securitv 
to the Southern States against an emancipation of th i  
slaves. . . . he should be bound by duty to- his' State to 
vote against their report." 
; Mr. Ellsworth of * -Connecticut Somewhat satcajti- 
cally :observed '(in' answer to ~ d l o n e l '  Maion's' kcom- 
merit ' on the corrupting influence of slavery on. thi: 
slave . owners . thernselv<s) &tit .'(a$ he + - -had' nev&.owned' 
, . '  ., . ,  . , I  .+ : '  
. i  : '  
. . 
a slave he [Ellsworth] could not judge of the effects 
of slavery on character. H e  said, however, that if it' 
was to be considered in a moral light we ought to go 
farther and free those already in the country." And he 
adds shrewdly: "As population increases, poor laborers 
will be so plenty as to render slaves useless." Mr. 
Pinckney of south' Carolina undoubtedly touched a 
sensitive nerve when, in replying to Mason of Virgi- 
nia, he stated: "Virginia (she) will gain by stopping 
the importations [of slaves]. H e r  slaves will rise in 
value, and she has more than she wants." James 
Madison correctly outlined the real division of inter- 
ests in the proposed union as being between the North 
and, the South and not, as some of the delegates 
thought, between the large and small states. Said he: 
"The institution of slavery and its consequences formed 
the line of discrimination." 
IV. 
It was contended by many speakers that the pri- 
mary function of government was to secure the right 
of property and the interests of the wealthy. On the 
the other side voices were raised in protest. "Prop- 
erty," said Mr. Morris, "ought to have its weight, but 
not all the weight." Gerry of Massachusetts "insisted 
that the commercial and monied interests would be 
more secure in the hands of the State legislatures than 
of the people a t  large." Gouverneur Morris further 
observed that "the great and wealthy. . . .in the course 
of things will necessarily c0mpos.e the legislative body. 
Wealth :[said he] tends to corrupt the mind, to nourish 
- 9 9  . the love of power and to stimulate it, to oppression.. 
James Madison was one of theclearest thinkers of 
the convention. A great schular, he was familiar with 
the workings of most of the governments of antiquity. 
Though naturally unable to lift himself entirely out of 
his own times he was, nevertheless, free from most of 
the class prejudices which ruled the majority of the 
delegates. His  sound republican mind, and his love 
and understanding of freedom, as then conceived, 
caused him to revolt at  some of the suggestions'made 
to fetter the popular will. In theory he was opposed 
to any property qualification being attached to the right 
of voting,* and yet he appeared puzzled at the appar- 
ent contradictions that were implied in giving the prop- 
ertiless the right to vote on matters involving the rights 
of property. H e  argued nevertheless -that "the inter- 
ests and rights of every class should be duly repre- 
sented and understood in the public councils." H e  
divided the citizens into three principal classes, viz., 
"the landed, the commercial and the manufacturing," 
of which, he said, the landed was by far  the predom- 
inant. Extending by copious notes a speech which he 
made on the subject of property and its afuiure develop- 
ment, he said: 
"The United States have a precious advantage 
also in the actual distribution of property, particularly 
the landed property; and in' the universal hope of ac- 
quiring property.. . . . Whenever the majority shall be 
Waniel De Leon, discusing this point, said: "The CnnthmW 
Congress was engaged with the subject uf &e ballot.. , . . W~badty 
. wanted a property qualification. Benjamin Franklin asked: ' S u p p ~  a
man comes and wants b enrol. You ash him, "What is your name?'' 
“Jab Jd' "Have y e  any property?" "Yes, I have a donkey!' 
"Haw muoh is your donkey worth?'' "Five pounds." "Very well, you 
can vote." Next year the same man wmes around and he wants to 
reg;Ster. You aslr him, "Have you any property?" "NO!' ''What 
beunne of your donkey?" "He is dead!' "Well, then you can't votc !" 
'Now,' says Frankkin, 'who v&ed last year, the man or the donkey?'" 
withour landed or other - equivalent property sad -with 
out thc =tors or hap8 of acquiring it, what is ta secure 
the .rights .of property against the danger from an 
equality and. universality of suffrage, vesting complete 
pewar aver property in, haad$ without,. a share in it: 
potp to speak of a danger in the meantime from a dd- 
pendewe ,of afi increasing number on ' the wealth df a 
few ?:9. . . I .  
- 1 
'He're, in a few pen-itrokes, Miadison furnishes .the 
contrast between his. ;own .time and the' distant future. 1 
FOP ~ o d ~ y  the'vast mejority are p;0zqthout p+bperty cnrd 
withbut the d e w  orhogs  of acquiring it, And it is not I 
to b e  laidagainst himi .that he was unable to solve the 
problem 'which he' .so ' elearly outlined. In ..summing up 
the questfbn of. the right. ~f voting he said: ' . 9.1 
P , . .  
. > 
. , .  , 
. , 
1 I .  . . 
' 1  <*I..  
, * .  
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. .-~# . JJader :wcry ,view !of. the subject, it teems A -idis- I 
p ~ a b l e  that-:the- a a e s  af; citizen8 . should got .be! .with- 
out .& .i7dicqi in. magngsjthe - 1 ~ ~ s  which _th~(-are to obey, 
qcf in &wsing abc ,mgis~ates who -#re to, administ;e~ 
them, and if the only alternative be betwwn as equal I 
and universal right .of suffrage for each branch of -the 
g q v m e n t :  d,@ qoqfinement , ~ t  the: entire! r i g b  ' to a 
p&! !pf ; ~ i $ i ~ s n ~ ~  it, i s  . better! -:&#t &me. hn~ing {the 
gq~awr. itltCrgptg&stqbet :ngmgly, thly)t.,~f.pmpcttyi and 
the government than, that thbse having the -lesser 
hrrpsst+-Xhat ?af pr~aonal+~ rightsheairi -should be deprive 
- . ,  . iiP,Sitl~ *h$e.99' : q - ., * " .  . ; ,- ; i  . !  . 1 . - - I . ' I  . 
6 r * , 4 i ! & ,  - , a  - , 
I stated that "he acknowledged himself not to think fa- 
vorably of republican government," but added that (of 
m&sbl) "he prof~sscd himself to be as zealous an ad- 
&jcate for liberty as any man whatever," and added 
* further that the inequality in property resulted from 
that 'very liberty itself ! It was no secret that Hamilton 
+ held the mass of the people in contempt, in absolute 
contrast to Jefferson who never failed to extol the mass 
of the people. On one occasion Jefferson' wrote "that 
the good sense of the people will always be found to be 
the best army-they may be led astray for a moment, 
but will soon correct themselves."-And elsewhere he 
said: "I am not among those who fear the 'people. 
They, and not the rich, are our dependence for con- 
'. tinued freedom." Hamilton, the plutocrat in the mak- 
ing,' is reported to have snarled: "The People, your 
- People, Sir, is a Great Beast." 
- Another delegate, Mr. Dickinson of Delaware, 
- also very distrustful of the people, urged a senate con- 
: sisting "of the most distinguished characters, distin- 
- guished*for their rank in life and'their weight of prop 
erty, and bearkg as stsong a likeness to ths Brit i~h 
HO& of Lords as possible!' 
Mr. Gerry of MassachuseA qt one 'stage o f .  the 
proceedings cheerily observed '$hat "according ia the 
idea of one ,gentleman (Mi. Mercer,), .o.ur 
it seems, is t o b e  a government of,.plunderl" Loqhg 
at .  the . matter today, Gd rgalizing 'what interests,. ! in 
fact, have controlled the. United' States govd-nt 
during the greater part of i t s  history, one is tempted 
to say,, ,in the vernacular, "Yqu -. . said a mouthful, Mg?, 
- , . '  - Mercer I" 
g 
v. $4" & 
It was- the same Mr. Gerrv of ~assachuset tsZ 
(whose practice of shifting locai political boundary - 
lines to suit the needs of political elections gave the 
language the term Gerrymandering), who petulantly 
observed that he "never expected to hear in a republic 
a motion to empower the executive alone to declare 
war." (This proposal was made.) H a d  Mr. Gerry been 
a student of events during the period beginning in the 
summer of 1916, and ending with the seventh day of 
April, 1917, he would have- learned a great deal re- 
lating to that subject ! 
On the subject of war there was little difference of 1 
opinion among the delegates. Most of them abhorred 
the very idea of war. And none expressed it better 1 
than Madison when. in his scholarlv. reasoned wav. he 
4 4  In time of actual war, great discretionary powers 
are constantly given to  the executive magistrate. Con- 
stant .apprehension of war has the s2me tendency to 
render the head too large for the body. A standing 
military force with an overgrown exetutive. will not 
long be safe companions to liberty. The  means of de- 
fense against foreign danger have been always the in- 
struments of tyranny at  home. - ' Among the Romans it 
was a standitig maxim to excite war, whenever a re- 1 
volt was apprehended. Throughout all Europe, the 
I 
arkies kept up under the. pretext of defending have : 
enslaved the people. "It is perhaps questionable 
whether the best concerted system of absolute power in 
Europe could maintain itself, in a situation where no I 
alarms of external danger could tame the people to the 
domestic yoke." , I 
This might have been written to describe the pres- 
ent situation in Europe and Asia, particularly in Italy, 1 
Germany and Japan. No informed and thinking per- I 
son can doubt that one of the powerful springs of d o n ,  
propelling the gangsters in charge of the absolutist 
governments in those countries, constitutes precisely 
that fear of revolt at home. The bloody dictators of 
those countries, and their industrial and financial mas- 
ters, are ever ringing the bells of alarm "of external 
danger," in order to "tame the people to the domestic 
yoke." 
Elsewhere Madison remarked : 
"Of all the enemies to public liberty war is, per- 
haps, the most to be dreaded, because it comprises and 
develops the germ of every other. W a r  is the pare,nt 
of armies; from these proceed debts and taxes; and 
armies, debts and taxes are the known instruments for 
bringing the many under the domination of the few. . . 
No nation could preserve its freedom in the midst of 
continual war fa &-i 
e, lovable and genial charac- 
ter in the convention was,. without a. doubt, ,old Ben- 
jamin Franklin, then enjoying the ripe age of .82 years. 
As mentioned before, he formed, GI -extreme- ~obtrast 
to the very much younger Alexandeq Hamiltqn. Franlr- 
lids. is \thet voice of.. AmeFia's, - p a s t a 1  past, Hamil- I 
ton's that of i t s  ~a$t;alist~plut~&ti~ future.. In simple, 
straight language,. the *old phissopher, statesman and 
, sc-ientist prop0unde.d his views, and they were for the 
most part of the very essedeei of wisdom: H e  was no 
orator, and this fact in connection with physical dis- 
abilitib (frhpaired sight, etc. ) ' prompted him to write 
out most of his speqches .aqd bayp , &p . .read by some- 
one else. . p 8 , .& , ,  f i ,  . : ) I  : , l a . , .  . I . 
f 1% a speech opposing prr&erty.. ,gualikations , . .  for 
votingj -he said (as recorded by ' Madikoci) .( I &  ,: + .  ; : 
"Doctor Franklin express'edWhik '&sl&e of everything 
that tended to debase the spirit of Qt d h & o n  people. 
If honesty was often the coi;l6dni6n%'f ked~th,  and if 
poverty was exposed to. peculiar temptations, it was 
not less true that the possessibn of property'increased 
the ' desire of more property. Some o f .  '&& greatest 
rogues he was ever acquainted withi were the richest 
rogues [ I]." . - 
. * = : : l . ! f : i t ) i  cr * -  . , *  
. - 
The eagle having been selected as representing the 
' American spirit, Franklin 'ixpressed regrit .dt 'this 
bh~ice. To him the turltey;was a 'much mor& likely 
bird! The turkey, he argue.d;.!~as a tjlpicat-beiican 
product; . it was peaceful. land domesticated;-,'s%rvii~g 
a high!y~useful purpose. Thei !eagle, on the other hand, 
was a rapacious animal, a bit-di6f 
perioui and given to flights .ncWifi 
earthbound American nature ! How aaracteriktic was 
&Again, the q u ~ i o r i  am~lt.ia~ to what t&Ao wit 
ex-Presidents, a quatien thdt vrr$ll: 
"best ' minds.'" It was t k  
of a ffdrmcr executive .to' 
the preddency ,having, *:presum 
c o d  am,ity :with the :drear' and 
by some that. the returning to the mass of . - tk;  p ip i t  
was degrading .to the [chief] *magistrate. This he 
thought was contrary to republican principles.. In free 
governments the rulers are the servants, and the peo- 
ple Itheir superiors and sovereigns. For the former 
therefore to return among the latter was not to d e p d c  
but to promote them. And it would be imposing 
unreasonable burden on them to keep them always in a 
state 06-servitude, and not allow them to become again 
one of the masters.'' 
Tlre old bc~i  certainly had a sense of humor! 
I :  
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r . Rcapite mutual: .&~trusts. bow of . ~ ~ ~ ~ s i n g  interegt~~ 
despite ! diff e m s - l i t m o ~ g  the delegates as to; experi+wg, 
knm1sdg;e andl teniper, the .ccmyeneion.wrought em~Sk. 
nbIg well. With i ts*  obvious. .def emi , . tke, .C~fistitqfiim 
neve~heless off ar&d :the only praqticsl, mwPB 2fr)r ;W- 
ing: t~gaber  ' t h ~  thirteen States cra 7 r&asq~&ly 
rbzsia, th~bngh; .many : had : &tb&~h8 r @d . d@&Wb 
whirhr m$y ,&a ~flgced :.In. ttpe vignm&:g~plo8ih to 
ia 4ecli$ngtk~ adop 
ua :by the + , d ~ f p ~ t ~ m ~  
r $ 8 ~  dnl9at OW is~cmd ,:@~::b 
4+! 
length to one Samuel Kercheval (author of "The His- 
tory of the Valley of Virginia," published in I 833 ) , 
Jefferson said, in pa&: . I 
"Some men look at  constitutions with sanctimoni- 
ous reverence, and deem them like the ark of the COW- 
nant, too sacred to be touched. They ascribe to the 
men of the preceding age a wisdom more than human, 
and suppose what they did to be beyond amendment. 
I knew that age well; I belonged to it, and labored 
with it.. . . . Laws and institutions must go hand in 
hand with the progress of the human mind. As that 
becomes more developed, more enlightened, as new 
discoveries are made, new truths disclosed, and man- 
ners and opinions change with the change of circum- 
stances, institutions must advance also, and keep pace 
with the times. W e  might as well require i man t 
wear still the coat which fitted him when a boy, 
civilized society to remain ever under the regimen of 
their barbarous ancestors. I t  is this preposterous idea 
which has lately deluged Europe in blood. . . . I t  is now 
forty years since the constitution of Virginia was 
formed. The  same tables inform us, that, within that 
period, t~o- th i rds  of the adults then living are ! now 
dead. Have then the remaining third, even if thep had 
the wish, the right to hold in obedience to their 'will, 
and to laws heretofore made by them, the other two- 
thirds, who, with themselves, compose the present !mass 
of adults? If they have not, who has? The! dead? 
But the .dead have no rights. They are nothing; and 
nothing cannot own something. Where there& no 
substance, there can be no accident. .,This corporeal 
globe, and everything upon 'it, belong to its piesent 
corpcireal inhabitants, during their geieiatior~:' * They 
done have a right to  direct wha t i s  the concern of 
themselves alone, and to declare the law of that direc- 
tion; and this declaration can only be made -by the' 
majority.. . . . The voice of the whole people would be 
thus fairly, fully, and peaceably expressed, discussed, 
and decided by the common reason of the society. If this 
avenue be shut to the call of sufferance, it will make 
itself heard through that of force, and we shall go on, 
as other nations are doing, in the endless circle of op- 
pression, rebellion, reformation ; and oppression, rebel- 
lion, reformation, again; and so on forever." 
Specifically, Jefferson urged the following amend- 
ments (apart from insisting on the "bill of rights") : 
"The sum of these amendments is, ( I )  General 
suffrage. ( 2 )  Equal representation in the legislature. 
(3) An executive chosen by the people. (4) Judges 
elective or  amovable. (5 ) Justices, jurors, and sheriffs 
elective. (6) Ward divisions. And (7)  Periodical 
amendments of the Constitution." 
If such a program were presented today to the Al. 
Smith "Jeff ersonians," a howl of denunciation would 
be set up by them and their masters and allies, 
the plutocracy, and their lackeys, and the proponent 
would- be charged with undermining the Consti- 
tution, d ~ ~ t r o y i n g  the Supreme Court,: and with be- 
ing godless and bolshevistic to boot ! Jefferson was par- 
ticularly critical of the Judiciary, as we have shown 
elsewhere. In his letter to Samuel Kercheval he said: 
"In the ~ u d i ~ i a r y ,  the judges of the highest courts 
are ,dependent on none 'but themselves. In England, 
where- judges were named and removable at- the will 
of an hereditary executive, from which branch most 
miarnle was :f eaied, and. has flaked, it , was a great 
point gained, by fixing them fol life, $0 make them in- 
dep'endent s of that exee&i+e. * : k t  . iii: ' a .government 
founded on the public will, this.rptinciple:operates in an 
opposite direction, and against %that will;.; There, too, 
they were still removable on a oonkurre~~ce of the exec- 
utive and legislative bran&s~: :!: Bag{ : wi  - have made 
them independent of the - iratioirb 'itself Yt ; . t b  
. . . .!* !  i , , ; ' ; f  
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VII. 
.The Constitution obvidbsly .'ri@;e'degted a compro- 
mise, but a compromise whii)r ' f i i L t h k '  iiittkiiest of gen- 
eral progress it was necessary to make at that time. 
Yet, 'like all compromises this one' 'cohtained the seeds 
of future trouble. "Four scde "add ' deben vears" later 
someof these seeds ripened and' sfiFQukiki Bnd though 
99 - . the. "harvest was successful,' .thq '&& 'was *itppalling. 
The ilavery question,. as we hawe skkhibari hke a bloody 
streak through all the delibeiiiiads 'df ibe convention, 
and the wisest among the delegates foresaw future 
tmubie. ' H a d  the and-slaviry ,dd$&iaies insisted on 
h&ng it their way theretwQbld rhavk tieen two' rival 
empires' . , ,  on the continent; with.. i~e6i:table quarrels, pos- 
silile' wars, introduction of 'Euro$een ' polftical intrigues, 
possibly the creation of ' h e  )br &#&re empires in 
. 4 :  t" the middle and fgr ,'west,' etc.,' etc. .I?Fl&&ei "eventually 
these empit& might hi& fidil~~~k~',':~~~tefdlY, or 
otherwise, ' we :cannot- ten. at That  * 'q&eitioqi' b$dhgs in the 
r e a h  of pure speculadaii; , A ..: , I -<: .  ;>: :: 
Under its Constitutioq, adopred at  a time when the 
&;infry . ~ . l r , i s L L , . :  i :-w+s ,. largely agi;icul&ral,' tbe ' United States 
rubng 4a.p + , hasP;io+ A.4 I * . powerful and rich. It- has done 
40 c. ~e&iis=y -!, . ,  ,! l . . .ecoiotnic- . . + , '  e~cilution $ :  i6' iitqrqC4, . .+ aided by t)l$ 
letter ot tne Constitution, BUT ' I N  SPITE OF 
THE SPIRXT OF THAT CONSTITUTION. Au 
the same time, capitalisin in the United States has 
rounded out its cycle of development. Democracy, as 
conceived by the "fathers," has vanished in every im- 
portant sense, the vast majority of the people, the 
wage workers, being but economic serfs, bound to the 
"machine" privately owned by the capitalist class.*The 
democracy they exercise is but a reflex of the real thing 
-but a hollow shell. The substance has fled, and the 
majority, the useful producers, are clinging desperately 
! to the form. Meanwhile, society is facing chaos and 
7 destruction of all that we call civilization, for "where 
: a social revolution is pending and, for whatever rea- 
son, is not accomplished, reaction is the alternative"'; 
and also because as yet the new revolutionary class, 
I the working class, has failed to organize its revolutian- 
ary power, its revolutionary machinery, as the "fathers" 
organized theirs. As thd ~ e v o l u t i o n a r ~  Fathers or- 
ganized into political units, independent of the clown, 
to administer their local and general affairs, so the 
working class must organize into industrial units-into 
SOCIALIST INDUSTRIAL UNIONS-in order to 
administer their own industrial affairs, independent of 
the capitalist class. And to realize the potentialities of 
the present industrial development, the workers must 
do as the "fathers" did: remove the "foreign" incubus, 
consign to oblivion the useless, parasitical capitalist 
class, and establish a government in keeping with the 
times, even as the "fathers" of I 787 did. I t  is certain 
that it will be much less than r ~ o  years when the dele- 
gates of the Workers' Socialist Industrial Republic 
will sit in convention in order to work out the details 
of the new Industrial Union Government. And we may 
be sure that they will be able to do even better than 
our fathers, for there will be no compromises needed , 
when that time comes, because .there will be neither 
slaves nor property to consider,. That convention, when , 
it meets (in the near future, let us hope) will close the 
cycle of man's private prdpertycareer and wher in the 
dawn of complete human )emancipation. In the noble 1 
words of the great American ethnalagist and scientist, - 
Lewis H. Morgan: I 
. > 
" T h e  time will come when' huhrzk intelligence will 
rise to  the mastery over property.. . . . A mere prop 
erty career is not the /ha1 destiny of mankind, if prog- 
ress is to  be the law of the future as it has been of the 
past.. . . . T h e  dissolution of society bids - fair  to  be- 
come the termination of a carger of which property is 
the end and aim; because such a career contains the 
elements of self-destruction:' 
Two Essays by 
Daniel De Leon 

*. I 
. - [Atnost so years ago, at the height of the National- 
' ist movement,* Daniel De Leon, America's great Mars 
ian scholar, wrote a. brilliant essay entitled "The Voice 
of Madison," which is reprinted here. It is a thoughp 
provoking essay, and is commended to the attention of 
the judicious reader and serious' student. 1 '" -'' Mbch later '(in 19 I I ) Daniel De Leon wrote an 
1 editorial in the Daily People entitled "Elihu Root's 
Cokrect $Instinct." Ruot, thk spokesman of plutocratic 
t' interests, :bad expressed the opinion that it was not 
Y 
1 "wise that the people of the United States should 
I co&$ctcti - the habit of amending' tht Constitution," 
ePk"er6upori: De Leon pointed out that Root's "warn- 
i , I)), 
' -  1 . g  ,Was the, natbral act of .the repiksentative of a 
ukurpittg claC~.PPh3ch .,.pa+ - naturally desires to keep the mass 
of :the people fkbm using'the Constitution for the pur- 
pose assigned to it by the Fathers-namely, to make 
svcb changes inj the govgrnntcn~~~ a t  such tirfies, and in 
yqhhh pspects; . a? to the people should .seem most like- 
ly toe prargotei-or vqff e€tq thkir safety and happiness." 
Corr~t l$~  De Leon, designatqs the warning of Root as 
an appear to, that *gupcr.$titious reverence for things 
and .institutions outw6ta -which is "the cornerstone 04 
dqspotisrn"-in this -.case the industrial despotism of 
plutocratic capitalism Omposed upon - .  the exploited work. 
1< .A-- .--.:7\2- #If; y$ g;j,yq: - g; 
, * ~ m i e 1  ~e -~eoa witi diirc in the ~stionr&;-mo*emart wan 
he.johd bha 3 k i a w  LoQt'Plrrtg. The NatioMHlirt xrhmamnt In? 
Opuded such mksr a~ Edftrard .Behmy, tbe author of Back- 
ing class. D e  Leon's brilliant commentary on the 
Root "instinct" is also reproduced here. 
- 
Later again, in 1927, another spokesman for the 
plutocracy, President Nichdas M.urray Butler, of Co- 
lumbia University, took '.up 'the ' higurnent of Rbot, 
pursuing it further, and with the boldness born sf the 
increasing contempt of the ruling class for the {nter- 
ests o f '  thi mass * of -the people, openly criticized and 
expressed his contempt' a i d  regret of t h e  amendment 
clause ' in the Constitution, Article -'Five. It is mo& 
instructive to note what President Butler said': 
. . 
Undou~btedly the weakest link in the chain af .the & n ~ t i t u h  
is Article V, which provides foi the method of its. amendment. 
rhe provisions of that article &s understood by bye Constitution 
makers were entirely becoming and quite adequate. A s  the). -I@e 
been interpreted, however, by the Congress and by the Supreme 
Court, they oonstitute an element of weakness and even ob &n- 
ger. % .. 
IThe fobders of the Governmeat meant tiy & a m e n k t  
an alteradion to improve or to penfect some existkg pr%sion uf 
the Constitution ; ,it never entered their heads &that the : .qq6rd 
. amendment would !be construed to indude any proposal, however 
revolutionary, however mntradictury to other parts of the Con- 
stitution, or however anta&nistic to *political philosophy 
upon which the  constitution rests; Nevertheless, the colistqc- 
dons whioh have been made df the pawer aI amendment include 
all . these things. . I . ,  - -  . s f 
\ 
It is particularly illuminating to hote Butler's 6 e w  
of what he conceived to be th; intent of the' Revola- 
tionary ' Fathers. ' According to the Butler legend; the 
 ath hers intended merely to provide means to 'amend 
the constitution for the Constitutioti's sake-npt for 
the effect that amendments might1 have on socia%. rela- 
tions! But what are constitutLris for if not to go? 
eni and regulate social .relations ? Unwittingly, pek 
haps, but truthfully, . .  I revealing, nevertheless,. Butler 
expressed :the conception of . the '  plutocracy, namely; 
that th&-'Tonstitutiqn is to iemain. ! . unchanged . . *fora l l  
time,-'and that i t  is to be regarded as somdthirig sacto- 
sanct and sacred, something not to be tinkered with, 
and least of all for any revolutionary purpose. T h e  
very idea - pf . ' .  ,construing _ .  . 4ke Gmstitqtioq,. Fry a tho* 
sand years from I 78,7, sbrgraG. to : the philosophy of 
4 .  - the Revolutionary FathSrs ! s l - - . '  ' '' ' 
(Incidentally, ..Butkr's attitude -toward the tradi- 
tional Americaniqm, on the field of politics i s  on-$q5par 
~ i t h  the statement attrib,uted . ,  tb , I  him in 'in artid; pub., a s  ., 
lished . in'., the American .Library. 'Aiso4atiot? :wletih 
March; 1937.: I ?  .Said . Butler : " A i  A .edu&ted '  ., proletariat 
ii a 'cqnstant source of . disturbance ,and. .dang& ts: an)! 
nation." a . / So . far as we know,,'~re$dent ~ i t l e r  . .  , ,  h;ls - n&el: 
r.qpydia,!ed. that ' stateyent, .. and, . a d -  -:being, v : thoroughly in 
kee?ing .wit&, his,Gew@ 0.n the Co~~s t i tu t iq~ ,  we h a y  ac- 
cept it as,.afifhe,ntic.. ~~tler~~:c~m~'@k..~n.~the. I r , (  Co - 
stitution Gd, education .measure thG,:decay a d  . . ,and, cor- 
ruption of &pi~a;lism since : @e . t h e  ,, .) .ofi ,. r the;-,cultpred, 
high-mindFdiceLd,, d~pocratic . a . L  t - "faqq$pg . .. ifathers!! .< I ) A . .  
--. ; &,,is a ,piece -08 ! unmitigatd. impud~~16~ . on the part 
of ; Butler !to s'uggetL: !thqt. ,.the lZe.crol~t&ary Fathers 
did., not .intend Article LFive to . be. u e d  ..far the :pup 
pbs~s clearly:lidicatedv :and: so. r m s ~ c d  levan : by Cow 
i gress: an4i the c~drta. , Qngp go:;thW of  .only bovine 
- stbpidify, Qr.utter clppgt bibdnw; ,!as;-an explaqatictn of 
the a a s t ~ ~ i ~ g , J a i ~ 3 ~ f  E~esidg@~ut$&r. 1 n contrast, 
it ig  ref r$&bg, t . ~  1 iAb~aba~& , Lincolu's - .t~und rev& 
oI~~ionary.&g&@ai~m~w&c:a~h@~~tated thatkb  people 
I t  
-.cap exercize;: $&ei~it ~ o p t i ~ t i ~ n ~ l  +right uf amending 
it : cthp goeernment], thaih. revolutionary right : to 
- 
disrneabpr or overth&w it;'' ; : . + .  . . . . 
-:: : The. -sRa~ta and : hitlers . represent : cliarly the 
!!hunter-revolution," *The :Soc!ialist : Littior Party- -f oE 
lows logically and sanely the traditions of the Rev& 
tionary . Fathers, ,and of the. great Lincoln.--A.P.]' 
. . ,  .: - - * '  
.. / I + . . .  ' . . 
THE VOICE OF MADISON. 
By Daniel De Leon . . 
. 
I The wrongs on which the social r n ~ t & : j t C ~ h  
country has fixed attention have h a U Y ~ ' ~ W f ' t o -  i&+
remitting agitation, become matters o'f:ib& Uiii@ot&d 
authenticity, that there is now a percibtible: PWm'iiii8n 
of the refutations once attempted by'ihose1.$$4#,h$ith 
book and candle, were, and to a ceitdin i$~te*-~siiB 
are, wont to formulate alleged scientific' dicta i$'dfrp+ 
sition to glaring facts. This sort of argiuinefit?& &d 
yielding to another which, in legal. @gKfiircerdifbe 
termed of confession and avoidance. It2 ch't&a&'S& i& 
mitting the ills complained of, but d&jTii fhelf'ctqi- 
nection with anything inherent in our : kmnbiniE"k* 
tern, and attributing them in some unexplaind2Ik$t 
r departure f r ~ m  the. whblesome ' lines ~ i ig ihahjt~  
down by the ' Revolutionary ' Fathe** ~~&irlitl.~Iv, 
exhdrtations to return to old-time ways*:ar&~~bdacming 
no uncommon thing; and, in proportion as: &&BOW ,of 
declamation approaches the level of ' 4th !j&! : IJIrb'p 
orations, we find it festooned with a flowery: :phmm~ 
the fertility of our soil, with encomiumzr ,an' fhe!ngdik@l 
political advantages enjoyed by the iihabitants ~ e f  itldiit 
w6i those of any other country, and with 
tdtions' from the Revolutionary Fathers 1 
show that they considered the principles at 
them suficient to insure to American iw ld~y  
waids of its labor, and, to *free the Aimeritan - 
L 
.. 
. - 
4 -  .. , ,. . 
, i l  . 
from the ajlllictions and problems that disturb the ha'p 
- 
pineis of others. j , - .  : , i :  
A.study of the works left* to us by the Revoiutio* 
ary Fathers reveals, however, that 'they were not the 
visionary baiags . their well-meaning admirers would 
make: thenii but indeed the giant iritellects Pitt 'pro- 
nounced .&ern to be. Peculiarly interesting among 
these statesmen. on the social conditions of their days, 
and the - futirrc - -problems with which they -thought the 
people ' would cube to be con f ~onted, was James Madi- 
son, whom to -study is to revere. Madison was no 
hireling scribbler, catering to a self-seeking constittien- 
cy; no sycophantic .pedagogue:ealkCng for place or pelt. 
i He was an honest, as well as earnest ' and profoand 
thinker, peering deep into the future in or&; to fare- 4 see his couflia$~ t&lr md, if possible, mooth - her 
path. ,Let ils then enrich the discussion with the learn- 
ing of this distinguished Revolutioria~y , Father, - tmd 
give ear to the voice of Madison. I ! - : 
. The question of the suffrage was ohe to which 
Madison justly .attached critical impbklmce. *He m- 
derstood it to be $he point where:-goliticd and4.kco; 
nomic eonditiona meet and read on6 upon :the+ other. 
With pdns, himself and hgs wnteeipokaq oaatmmen 
had devised our present duplex- system of ~ n i d :  and 
large cdstituarcies intendd.::tcj ,be .i xheck on popular 
imp~lses,-xd,  at t k  ismi ;time, I concession to re- j' publican ihstinctm I This sy&m .:,met .with .Madison's 
a p p r o  Hi$. reliance . ck tits efficacy was, however, 
grbunded +en the :actmki.: diitribatior; of pmpcrty in 
the United States, and the 'trniversal .hope of acqbihng 
it.* Those con&gim8, M d ~ ~ f i  argued, lay at  the root 
. * 
. -  . !  . r .  r > +  * ; : ! : I  ( 
sf, inqpired, a n d  nurtured. % m o n g  the ,people .at senti- 
ment of sympathy with the rights of p&yierty. Again 
and again he de.clared. thgt , sentimen% essential a to the 
stabiji4y of a republican government;; And -he pointed 
with . +gratification . to - - that ! :sacial and economic . pecu- 
lia.itfas among the :happie@t dontr&Bts .in the situation 
of the new-born state+,.to cthat...~f the Old World, 
where nb anticipated chsnge .in that' respect- could ,geri- * 
ewlly inspire a; ,  like* . sentiment of . sympathy with 'the 
rights. qf property. 'But wo yld the : principles established 
by the .revolutian insure the perainadence )of that happy 
wtrast ?-and Madison's tace grew. overcast - . with 
app.rehension- as, seii~ching the * answer, his thoughts 
traveled - whither - eynomic 'and historic , reasoning 
pointed the way. - 
Madism accepted the natural law touching the  
capacity of the  earth to yield, .i)nber a civilized cultiva- 
tion, sslbsistence for a large surplus of consumers, be 
yond those who own the soil,. or  other equivalent p rop  
erity ; ;he - realized the great : lengths to, which improve- 
ments in agriculture, and other labor-saving arts were 
tending3 .and measured their effect upon the production 
of+! .wealth ; :the laws of increasing population with the 
increasing productivity of labor were mi secret to him:; 
he succumbed to no hallucination on the score of the 
freedom of our political inktitations ;# dnd, finally, gaug- 
ing the effect of the individual system of production, 
or competitive struggle for dktence,. he drew from 
these combined premises,, and. declared the conclusions, 
that the class of.  the propertiless. in the United States 
would increase from geaeration to generation ; that, 
f rum. being a minority, i t  ~ u l d  eventuallyJ swell "into a 
majority; that it would be reduced to Iower and lower 
wages affording the .bare necessities of life.; and that, 
thus gradually &king in the. scale of happiness and 
well-being the, ,large *majority of . the pesple nf 
country wbuld- $finally tbucb :&ti point wher.~; thdy w&c 
be; ndt ady-:6ithout property, but without :.even &the 
. , kdpe of acqyirting it* . . .  , ,.. * I .  .(.
: '.It wag then no immutable state of happineis,* but 
steady progress toward poverty that this eininentt Rev- 
olutionary Father, fbr one, foresaw andaforetold as 
the inevitable sequel of the forces at 'work under thi 
eccmorhic system> that lay at the foundation of the 
country. All the causes he enumerates as productive, 
by their combined agencies, of a ma jqrity of hopeless 
poor haite b i b  at work among us with an intensity 
beyond '. his.'. f uikcitdt, ' The pitiable stage* when the 
masses of +the people would be, not only without prop- 
erty, butL withbut even the hope of acquiring it, Madi- 
son calculated would be reached by the United States 
befare the nation numbered a population greater, than 
that of. England and France. -Our population is .now 
double that of either; and Madison's gloomy prophecy 
is* .  accordingly, realized by us in .its deepest colors. 
Our property-hol'ders have become ,an actual, ever 
decreasing.. minority; the propertiless are today the 
overwhelming m a j o r i ~ ;  the wages of these have de- 
cline& until they afford the bare meens for a pinched 
gubsistence ; . chance o r ,  intrigue, cautious crime or 
toadying may, but no degree of honest toil can any 
longer;. under. the prevailing system, insure property 
or the just rewards bf their labor to the myriad wealth- 
producing workers with brain or brawn; the few among 
them, -with whom the spark of hope still glimmers, 
*It obouhi be mted tha5 in this reuoning M o k  altogether ~ V C Q  
out d bk eirlCuaatiOa .&e sd&tional cause d immigration. W h t  
this cause, a cause to which our stwcxlled statisticians love to kLFn 
with p d d o n ,  ?!&dism justly arrives cllt the canchwioa upon which 
R the present d l  movement rcrtr, and from which it starts. 
hold to a: :gtraw that must soon d h b u ~  them; dith 
rmpart, - all hope in this diaartiorl ia tatally: esttinct ; btap?~~ 
vation, dlus work,. i i  aiati~gd by the thousands the 
genus "tramp," which prefers starvation 'mims watk; 
and as the c e ~ a i n  canseQuenc9 9f grindigg povyty and 
its . concomitant-extqavagmt w&ql+--immoralit y, . _as 
well as corpption, ,i+,~'Clpqgt among the people, a d .  
breaks put in tde ,gove&nt. . No4h then, by. r e a m  
of' any degqnerltion, trot by reason o.f.,any departure 
frqm,jibut closely. adherhg to the lines laid d ~ w q  by 
the ,Reyulutipnyy Fa&ers, have the., people reached 
thhe, giwot sbck;lg ;tate against w h i 4  - the. hlgtional- 
is6 , w;(7tmeyk. $j enlistedr ,Fbe vulnerHe poist: - /was 
+.-qmpq$ti+e syqtern of production, whiqh [the h e r q  
icaq - ! $ .  Gevolution left, extant. ,The a - present q~p$itbns are 
ity logical result. * , . . + a , , , i , x . F . ~ !  I I 
' - 'Oil a ' hotable *occasion, .Adams; ' &hditier Rev- 
oliitionary Father, had uttered "thei sentefid~ Wat where 
the mrking poor were paid in rkturk' f& their labor 
only as much money as would buy ittiem the nkcessaries 
6f life; th.&r condition was identftil 'with thkt of the 
sldve, who received thase necessariks atd -short hand; 
the foimer -might be called !'fi;ee&en," the latter 
66 slaves;" but the' difference wds "ni.la@nary ' only. Madi- 
son griisped - the bearing .of thid a prbbind thought in 
all its; -fuln&s. ' - As his owa ,re;lsofi?riif revealed to him 
the eiteiltual destitution of the masses; the conclusion 
. wah* self-e+ident that their 'cdnditiii'!'~ bWdld become 
virtnally that .of slsiv; ry. A rnihhfity I& r#llves might 
be keptb'undei.; but a large rnajdiit~t*@ 'fhit made 
, . . I -  *It dorm!- feflm fnaa~lhk;thit p 6 e ' a U  ram- 
* #% &the R&oWonary Fakhuw H h ~ ~ t p -  86 i d x w  '-%hat a4 
-p&itive rtnlsp! T i 8  g a3BqIi- step in 
rbL b6.d or not, t&ay the ccanpti 
5 ,  , . tive uf .mid&#:' , I , - ,  : ,  ' i s  . . . >  I . ,  ' 
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up of the races to which thelworld owes its progr- 
Madison realized would not long submit to the galling 
yoke, Accbrdingly, he descried in the not diitant . .fu- 
ture a serious conflict between- the class with -and 'the 
class without *property; the fated collapse of the sys- 
tem of suffrage he had helped to rear; and, conse- 
quently, the:distinct outlines of a grave national prob- 
lem. 
The solution of this problem, which presented 
itself to Madison in the guise of a question of suf- 
f rage, involved, however, the economic question : 
What should be done with that unfavored class, who, 
toiling *in inhopeless poverty-slaves in fact, if not in 
name-would constitute the majority of the body so- 
cial? This question Madison proposed, but vainly la- 
bored to find in the various methods of checks and 
balances an .answer that was either adequate to the 
threatened emergency,. or satisfactory to his judgment. 
T o  exdude the class without property from the right 
of suffrage he promptly rejected, as no republican 
government could be expected to endure, that rested 
upon a portion of the society having a -  numerical and 
physical force excluded from and liable to be turned 
against it, unless kept down by a standing military 
force fatal. to' all parties. To confine thi right of 
suffrage for one branch of the legislature to those 
with, and for the other branch to those without, prop- 
erty, he 'likewise set aside as a regulation lcalculated to 
lay the- foundation for contests and antipathies not 
dissimilar to those be'keen the patricians and plebeians 
t - at Rome. And again, he shrewdly detected dangers lirking in a mixture of the 'two classes in both 
branches. + . 1, Thus the \queuriion o f  the suffrage brought Madison unconsciously fzce -to face 'with the social question. His 
talent saved him .fromi. fdl* ihto a reactionary plan, 
or iren resortinga jto a ; gehpriuky makeshiit ; but' like- 
wise did the limitatidm. ro.f.- his +a& pre~ent, him from 
hikihg .upon :the - kcheme. .which a10G ~oould kol-ve both 
the prcrblkm that prebccupied:him, and the :graver one 
into whikh his spirit had pkojebbed. He gave the mat- 
tCr over; but not withbut first 4:bestowiGg upon it t a 
parting flash of genius by the significant avowal that 
the impending social changes would necessitate..:a pro- 
portionate change in the institutions::and .laws of the 
country, and. would bespeak all the wisdom of . the 
- - .  
wisest patriot. , > . . .  $ '. , L . . '  fii ., 
KarKMant stops in the midst s f  ~hiar.~~mly~is~of 
the law 'of 'values to render tribute toJ the .genius of 
Aristotle for 'dbcovering in the kxpression the value 
of -commodities the central truth of p o l i t ~ d  economy, 
which only the peculiar system of sod- .kl which he 
lived prevented him -from - acc g andrcrrrying to 
its logical conclusioa How muchrmore. hr2iant and 
deservisg of tribute the genius of Madiscm : that en- 
abled him' to take so long a look ahead; eahlate with 
such nicety the results o f  political and economic force; 
foresee with such accuracy the great, coming problem 
of our country, and state it with such dearness; weigh 
with such breadth of judgment the methoddJmown to 
him in order to meet and solve it, and disiard them 
one after the other with so much acumen8;ds.c to such 
height of statesmanship by boldly decla6ng'ghe <prob- 
lem conId be. dealt with in .no way o&r.than by adapt- 
ing the laws and institutions of the coluttry to -the so- 
cial changes that may take place; and, finally, commend 
the task to, and invoke for its perf6mance, the *is- 
- 
dom of the future patriot l 
'That the - wisdom . of the .Revodutiarnry Fathers 
and their teachings aie not lost upon their successors, 
the .appeacirnce and :growthL of the Nsionausn nim 
ment demonstrate. The wire of Madisan has .reached 
our generation: The patriots in the revolu&ni:nod 
imperiiling .and equally important' with that af' aC4htur- 
dred~ yeam' ago will- be on hand. . . .',. . . 
. - 
E L m  ROOT'S CORRECT INSTINCT; 
' 
By Daniel De Leon. 
, . Among the debates, recently held in the Federal 
Senate, thpt :every militant in the movement sh~uld 
read, was. the debate on the proposed amendment to 
the Constitution whereby the election of Sena.torsl. &all 
be by direct,'by a general, vote in each. state. Valwable 
as historic flashlights though most ,.af the speeches 
tirere, the speech .of the New York Senqtor, . E l i u  
Root, easily ranks highest. . , - .  
. ' - 
. , 
Senator Root .spposed the amendment. . Long was 
bis $peecb - and yet. -short. Its - .lengthy pert was ''fill- 
ings"; i t s  short pcpr5ion was of:thle esqqnce. I t  consisted 
in a skoyt -''tezt".iof. not .more than , tw~nty words, prom- 
inently placed, *,and tergely , supparted, The text was : 
''It, is  not ,,wise thei- pepple of- ,the United States 
should c o n t r a  the habit .!of; amending the Constitu- 
tion*" . a , .  - 
- . . Whlether Senptor Root did.. so. consciouslyi or not, 
he. drew the sap for his text from a philosophy that 
both ancient wisdom .and mqdem  it have illumined. 
; Tacitas, -the .prof ~ u q d  .Roman historian,. cmdenses 
m a short observation .the significance. of the election 
I 
to. ,the Caesarship of Golba, rrthon at the h a d  of , ah 
in Spain, l bhereas thitherto the tlecticm of .the 
Caasar had been. attended to by the army or armies 
whikh . happened. to. be b i v ~ u d d . .  in Rome. Tacitus 
observes, "the secret being out" that the Cazsar could 1 be elected outside of Rome, -as well as inside, every 1 
army, wherever located, thenceforth assumed the privi- ? 
lege thitherto supposed to be vested in the armies at I 
Rome only. Artemus Ward, the glory of American 
h u m ,  t f ls  the tale of e man .who :ww, fifteen years 
in prison when one day a bright thought struck him: 
He  opened the door and waked out. The point made 
by the two writers .is the same;. *,ad Senator Root 
either "took the hint" or his own instinct supplied it. 
. - ,  Superstitious reverence is the corn&tb&~ of -des- 
p o h ,  unithe one hand, and of its supipYemtnt, slav- 
ery, . on the other. T h e  superstition thagi+r%esence in 
Rome irivestkd an army with a polittai@'~;f;iege n6t 
shrlle;d 'by. others - palsied, $0 long as tdit superstition 
prevailed, the political power of the ;atkcit wmies ; the 
stqkistitims liotion that t h e  unlocked. d b ~ r  of his cell 
was locked unbrained, so long as &~v6&0&7heId sway, 
the prisoner. of Artemus Ward. The;ti&ant4 the su- 
perstitlon rtgrrdilg the special political privilege of 
the annieti in Roine drbgped, the e p k l  pd&tical power 
of. all the other; atmid leaped inM rGist&ce ; the in- 
starit the superstitious notion conc&#ing~ thd state of 
thedoor of his ctll' came to an end$kh'e inkpdtsonmimi 
of the fifteen years" prisoner came W ' P ~  en& Twith it. In 
the one instance and the other, the "secret was out." 
Corre&ly. do ' the Iriterhsts, whbsc - &pprehen&ms Sen- 
atat Root. &iced, desire to ke& fibrri {gettag out. $  & 
secret that the :Cmstitntiori &n: -be+ ;mefiedo 
sacred things of all tim& hot: kid-time. They 
are kt tinkeiedj with; they rnixptofsbc tinkered with: 
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For the purposes of despotism, it is au.onc whether a 
thing is sacred, or whether it is held sacred. - Tbiepdd 
icy, accordingly, is to promote the superstitioii, iia .be 
half of a principle useful to usurpation, that it ia 
sacred. No better means to that end than the one 
outIined by Senator R o o t - t o  avoid allowing the pea 
plc .to "contract the habit" of tinkering with the p& 
ciple. 
The Constitution of the United S ta teeample  for 
its purposes at  the time of its enactment, and expected 
- to guarantee the people's aspirations to life, liberty 
and the pursuit of happiness-is, due to the progres- 
sive economic revolution that has since taken place, 
proving itself more and more inadequate to its origi- 
nal purpose. To speak, not irreverently of a great 
document, but with historic accuracy, the Constitution 
of the United States has become a misfit. The body 
social has outgrown it. Yet, such is the exceptional 
merit of that document, that, first of its kind, it pro- 
claimed the mutability of social conditions, and fore- 
. most of all of its kind, it incorporated in itself the 
people's right and duty to change it, and adapt it to the 
altered conditions, according as to them may seem fit. 
The amendment clause in the Constitution is the legal- 
izing of Revolution. Nothing more alarmful to the 
4 top-capitalist than just that. The amendment clause in 
the Constitution makes powerfully against all attempt 
at turning the Constitution into a thing sacrosanct. It 
has been tinkered with in the past; alack the day! All 
the more strenuous the effort to prevent all modem 
tinkering. What is done once may be done again. The  
habit once contracted, there is no telling where the 
thing may end. 
It matters not that Senator Root's instinct is at 
fault in believing that by preventing an amendment to 
&e .bwitutioii , hc;ie ''taking a: stitch inl timed?!: His 
waani& to; . his . f &ows . that !'it ; is not - '  wise. -&kt; 'tho 
pmbk ,06 i the3 United! 6tates.h shpuld contact the. habit 
of ahcoding ;the Constinrtidd?'nthat .bespqaks an a!& 
inrrtinat; backed by a full:: grasp. of the ' $act that, .the 
element; whom: the :Interests+he ~depremts are ariiimr 
APPENDIX 

The Declaration of Intbpendence. 
In Congress, July 4, I 776. 
The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen 
umted States of America, 
When in the Course of human events,. it, be- 
comes necessary far one people to dissolve the t politi- 
cal bands which have connected them - with. .another, 
and to assumel among the powers of the earth, the 
separate and equal station to which the Law$ of Na- 
ture and of Nature's God entitle them, a decent re? 
spect to the opinions of mankind requires that they 
should declare . the causes which impel them to the 
sep*tation.----We holdl these truths to be self- 
evident, that all men are created equal, that they are 
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable 
Rights, that among these, are Life, Liberty %and the 
pursuit - of Happiness.-That to secure these rights, 
Governments ore instituted among Men, deriving their 
just powers from the consent of the governed,-That 
whenever any Form of Government becomes destruc- 
tive of these ends, .it is the Right of the People to 
alter or to abolish it, and to  institute new Govem- 
ment, laying its foundation on such principles and or- 
ganizing its powers in such form, as to them shan 
seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. 
Prudence, indeed, will dictate that Governments long 
established should not be changed for light and tran- 
sient causes; and accordingly all experience hath 
shewn, that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while 
evils are sufferable, than ta right themselves by abol- 
ishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But 
when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing 
invariably #, , s w y  ,.f)bjeyt e v i y . .  , reduce 
them und& absolute Despotism, it is their'right, it is 
their duty, to +-r~w off such Goyegrpept, and to pro- 
vide new Gu#ids for their, future i~iui?t  .-Such has 
been the; pitieiit, &Re&i& of thei$,?&oriies; and 
such is now the necessity wl;ic'h constrains them to al- 
ter their former Systems of Government. The history 
aflthi present King of Great Britain+is a, hiwe of re- 
peated injurika and usurpations, all; hamag*: in direct 
objict.+the establishment of an absalutk,1"a!yranny over 
thase States. )To prove:this, let, Faats baisdmitted to 
a. tandid .world.$ ; . . -.He hasi srefhed:.k Assent to 
Laws, the most wholesome and neocmt+f bar 'the pub- 
lic & ~ o d ~ - ~ e  has forbidden his . G o ~ e r d r s  to pass i 
Laws of<. imrnediaie ,and pressing ihpostanck, hmless 
stiJpen&d in their; operatidn till h& -Amen& tshould be 
I 
obtained; ;and when so suspendccl, )he &tias-~lrriterly neg- 
lerted t o  nttdd. to them. , - Me; hakdefmM to pass 
other Laws for' the 'dtcornmodatiop: ad ;la+ districts ! 
of. :people, 4+3ntess those people . wnild, ddinquish the i 
riglit of' Representation in the &.delihue; a right in- 
ostiaiablt ta than and ~ f o m i d d l e  iti tyrants only.- ' I 
HeL ihds .allad. together lqg,isIatiuc :b6dies a t  places I 
unusw, . hncomfortable,' and distant T from. ,the depos- 
itory dfi the1i-r public Records,. for the sdle purpose of 1 
fatiguing thein into. c~rnpl~anct.  with his meas&res.- 
He has dissolved Representative Houses repeatedly, 
t 8 .  ' ,  rights o f .  ,the people.-He has : tef&& b p s  ;!fit& I ,, 
time, after -such - dissolutions, to. ~ s a u s e ~ ~ b & ~ ~  tdL be 
elected; whereby the Legislative . p o w e ~ ~ j 4 ~ a p t b l e  of 
Annihilationi have. returned. to the People af: lr iprlfPr 
their exercise ; the State remaining, in the - rriea* i ~ 1 ~ 2  
egposed to. sU the dangers of :in$asion from::,withser; 
&and convulsions within. . &He has cndeavouriil rtb 
prevent the ppulatian of these States; ,for%'hai p ~ &  
pose -obstructing the Laws for Naturalization of F&P~ 
e i g ~ r s ;  refus i~g to pass others to encourage theit mi-- 
grations hither, and raising the cmditions of. new Ap- 
proptiations bf Lands. - :- - H e  has ~ob9tmted~ the * Ad- 
ministration. of Justice, by refusing his ..Assent to Law8 . 
for. establishing Judiciary powers-He '-.has made 
-Judges depelident on his Will alone;- for the- tenure 
pf: their officesiband the amount and payment of their 
salaries. , .-Be has erected a multitude of New- Of. 
ceg :and. sent hither swarms of Officers t o  harass our 
eople, a ~ d r k a t  out their substance.-Hel. has keisg 
-us, id times of peace, Standing-.-Armies :withat - 
the Consent of our .-legislatures.-He has. affecteb 
t o  kender the Military .independent of and superiol: 
the: Civil po-wer.-He has combined with: lothe-& 
tci subject. us .to ' a jurisdiction foreign - to i our ;c~nst.ihli 
tion, and- -unacknowledged by - our laws ; giving.. his 
sent .to their Acts oi!. pretended: Legislation :-For: 
" ' 1  . quarterrnE large -bodies - of -armed trodps among u b k .  
For protecting them, by a mock Trial; .from punish: 
ment :far any Murders which they should com&itl:an' 
the Inhabitants of these States :-For 'cutting off> -=F 
Trade- with . all parts of the 'world :-For'. hpo9inghg 
Taxes on us without our Consent :-For deprivink iur 
in many cases, of the benefits of Trial by. Jury:s-ROE 
transporting us. beyond Seas to be tried for pretended 
k 
gff~nws:d?~-~r: ; iahlishg f the : fsce System :of.. Engiioh 
Laws + in. -d; mighh* -Rnwince, qteblishing .the& 
w A t b i t r . ~ g r g ~ ~ e m ~ ~ t ~ .  and ddargin& its Bomdtries 
- - 
so a@ ' ts c:edrdar-. it at xime; ; a , , ,  dxample .and fit .instru. 
QMF : most <paluabl& ., Lgws, andk nkerbg ;fundamentally 
the Foms,.sf,iowr ~v,tirimx~&;ror.  $uspending bur 
with pewei \to legislate far us,. 2; d: rqso h t s o e w r .  
--Hie has +b&ated Government hwer:hi declaring us 
out of- his Protection .and, waging W t a  against mi- 
H6: has pludered :our seaa, ravaged. : & ,  burnt 
0130, towns, *and destroyed the lives ; of bur. paople.- 
He, is  at time transporting lavge ~LAi&i~Y. of fore 
eign Mercenaries to . compleat the w a h 4  idf death, 
desolation - and: .tyranny,. already btguv 1arjth cireum- 
stams bf Cruelty dz perfidy scam 
moit barbarous ages, and :totally 
of r civilized nation.. - - .  #He has c-mstmidd:our feb 
low,. Citi%ons. iakt1~ Captive on the $ b t r l ~ o  bear 
Ams. against. v&cir Country, to be-4  cution- ion- 
era ,of their friends and Brethren, o'): td f& themselves 
by their Handsi----He has ' excited- dmm;$otio : i~surrecd 
thns amongst us, and has endeam~r~diri~ .bring on the 
inhabitirnts of our frontiers, the! noeroilasa; .Ilrdi*n Sav- 
ages9 whose' [known rule -of warfare,'. i s  on undistin- 
&shed destntction=.af all ags@, . : t i t~  .and: rwmditions. 
IB. every stage of these Opp~tssiorWWd .have Peti- 
t i o d  for Redress in the . most -; hxmbble ttnns: Our 
repcrtbd Petitions have bmn answkred . only by re 
pe~ted injury. A Princei wh- ehrmctcr , is . thus 
marked by every act whit& may define a Tyrant, is 
unfit to be the d a r  of a free. people. Nor have We 
been wanting in attentions ta our Brittish brethren. 
We have warned them from time to time of attempit4 
by their legislature to extend an unwarrantable juris- 
diction over us. W e  have reminded them of the cir- 
cumstances of our emigration and settlement here. We 
have appealed to their native justice and magnanimity, 
and we have conjured them by the ties of our common 
kindred to disavow these usurpations, which would 
inevitably interrupt our connections and correspond- 
ence. Th5y3 @? . - h& , ,, -. s . "+been -, jlesf. ,- , tp  . . .  -.the , ,vois~;-gf -. .  .. ..... justice 
and of consanguinity. W e  must, therefore, acquiesce 
in neccmi*, , ,which denounces our Separatiobiand 
hold t h a  dltts wc .hold the rest of mankind, b 4  Enemiee 
in Wlar, ia P a c e  F x i e n d s . 7 .  . I +  t , : .  L : r t - L  
Wb, tharsfore, the Rep+esentatives+-of the Uni'ted 
Sram sf diw&a, in ' General - Congress, Assembled, 
appealing to the Supreme Judge of the world Ijfbr i*&t 
rectitude of our intentions, do, in the Name, and by 
Authority of'  the $pod Peopfe' of these Colonies, sol- [ emnly publish and declare, Thqt these United Colo- nies are, and,,of ~ i ~ h t  ought'to; be Free and Ingepgn- dent ' Xia,'tci; that they '+re, Absolved f <om ;ill A11igj7 I a ance to thk British .Crotvn, and that.  all qoq 
nection byeween them and the State of Great ~ r i p j n ,  
is iihd''oi~~bt to lie' t~-tdt;aIIy'-diholve$ ; arid that 'as Free l - ! 14h  
- and: hdkpehdentl'Statei, tgey have full' Power tot71evJf 
Wai; conciude Peace, '" contract Alliaricib, ' esiablhh 
Q i  i Commerce; and to'do all'othei Acts and Things whlch . ,. t 
Independent States may of right do.-And for the 
support of this Declarati~lir ,with a firm relianci on 
the protection of d i h e  'Providence; we rnuttjitfly 
plc'dge to each other our Lives, bur Fortunes .@nd''buk 
sacred- Honor. 
. T- , 
1 6 ' ~  4 
i - " .  
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more pkrfeit. aniah, dstablieh -justice,' insure domestic tran- 
quillity, provide for the common defense, promote the general 
Welfare, and secure the blessings of 1Ehr.t~ 'to ~m.~sehes and 
OUT posterity, do ordain and establish thi,~.6on&i;btion for the 
, * United States of America. im , - .. b . ' , .-- * s 
i .  & : - .  
r i .; . ' v '  3 .  .. . 
. - 
- . ' * LEGISLATIVE DEPABTMENT' 
. \  , . 
 ARTICLE"^ , . 1. - 
> L 9 .  '. 
4 4  '1 .. Sediijn I. ' All &@dative. powers here"i' gr 
&sted in, a Congress . if , .  the a United Stateq, .phi 
. . gf a senate and House of Represdtativee. , 
7 ' @ 
Section 2. The House of. ~e~resentatives ghall be C V ~ -  @ 
posed of member~~chosen every second yeaya.'by the people of - - A  
the several States, and the electors in each 'State 
the' qualifications requisite for electors . of the most 
branch of the State legislature. 
4 '  
'No person shall *be *a .Representative--who shall 
attained to the age of twenty-five years, and been se 
a citizen of the United States, and.who shall not, wh 
be an inhabitant of that State in whioh he shall be chosen. 
Representatives and direct taxes shall be apportioned 
among the several States which may .be included within this 
Union, according to their respective numbers, which shall be 
including those bound to service for a ;term: ok- yedts, ;ankk :*
dud- Zn&33dsL not taxed, & r e  6fths mf 4 o*1: pqpns. 
- 
Whe -8xftm1 enupleration shall be made within three years a#tq  
bbe dirst. : -,agg of -the, Congress of %he uui4' & + t e e h  
and within - e g e q  subsequent term of ten years, g c h  .+: 
ner as thex, ;sh+ll . .by law direct.! The ' .  nuqber sf $epfes%qta- 
I tip@, shaU; qob. . . , ,  exceed . .  .?nL for. every thirty thousand, bt eagh 
State shall have st least one 'Representative; and until 
emerat ion & ,  I * 2  ahall -. be made, bhe State of Hampahire shall 
i f?e . k n ~ ~ t ~ ~ ' t t o  i j 6 - ,  , . . t  .&o& J t  + .thr,hrei, I, Massachusetts . ,. , I. 'eight; 'h'ode Idand 
,,I frpd 
, , . $  . - . , + !  ~1,ant~tions - .  , one, . , , ~nhkct ick t .  ; ' + . ,  ,. ,. %I&;'. . _ ~ e & '  . .  I . 7ork I ?.# - 
- &, ' New Jersey four, '~enni~lvaxiii e ght, Delaware one, 
. ,  . 
; !Maryland!~ix, Virginia ten, North Carqlina five, South cgro- , . 
. , +fiGi,l -$++04p'@i * ihrbem * . , ' .  . 
- ,  , . !If. ..,: = . . .  . .  - 
- .  
0 :  
*.. : : . ,  ,. 
I 
: wep . -P r, 4 , , 7  C- iks . happ&$ ,.,i 'i;l . .  . .  %e . l , .  T~pl'i3&itation , 'f rtm, any 
St&, ,'the Id executive + -!fa. < , + I  I ,,:'. aubbprity . % . t thereof . , I > .  kh;rll .iiiuk wht$ b i  
' , .  , , 
. - 
J 6lk~tiAk',ta'.'fi' . + ; r . L * i  ,, b& vac,ah&ies. . . , a .  
:q9 -  1 :  4 .  j , , . < .  
The House of Representatives shall choose their speakss? 
i ) . S d i o n  dm ,The Sesde. of iChe 4UMt&t Sate8 shall be ;&ma 
Mae& 66: twd fkaa t~rs  fi.b&.:esoh SPtatey choseq by the- Iegi*cshi~ 
W e .  .-&hered : t&x yhcrrs 5 -,ad. each : Senator i khal.2 have one 
vote. 
; ' Immddiatdy 'they rahall .be aasse&bled- in &msqu&ce 
; of bhe ' first.sle&tibnj .they skaH .be divided as qua& as majt 
I 
be in20 &red : claiese~i The mats -of the Senators ' a f the first 
clpss ~ h a u  .be wacated at the: expiration of the second' year, sf 
the seoond class at the expiration *of %he fourth ye& * aa& of 
the third clses at the d i r a t i d n  of the.si&h year, $5 th&$'one 
, thid may bi c h e n  every seeond year ; d d  if ivacsnCiegI.h"kqp 
i pen by resignation, .or athe*wise, qd~zrhg %lib r e c ~ k :  cvf the 
legidatin-e df any Sbte, the executive khhereof may .m& &n- 
..- . 
. . I , ,  . 
r 7  
m 
convicted aibhont the 
l ! I  ; 
. , , .-. .. .% t f i !  . ,  . . - ~ ~ ~ i f 1  ?:, !3211.i1JI :jaipj' 
. .  : .$- hG ai -&&b 6t . .~&~d&&# 
thsn to removal from a@iae, and d i m  
e q j q  luty::dliae-&:bOBbF, *PU~&,, gm~lrpmih ~ O e t  .&~J;U4ited 
: k% putpp0avi&ed nBaP : 
~abjwt- td 'iDdi-ti: t a p  If
cording to law. . . i ;  r 
Scc$ioll rb. The- timeaB pikers,' +,&a sf(baliag eleo 
tiom fnr:Sen&or- and ~ h p m ~ ~ ~ q s j ~ ~ ~  b,prftsdribad 3n 
L 
I 
, retttmlab a d  qn~oat ions  of its own m m k # d  &.qqq&g(iSJ 
of each ehal1 constitrote a quorum to do !&abess ; Bvt a w d + r  
I npmbsr may adjoarn from day to .day, and lpay bq authorized 
: to compel the attendance of absent '~ehbers ,  '9 snch.&b&er, . & .  , I  
and under . ,such . I & .  . . *enajties as. each house may , . ,  Pto+ide. 
'I , . ,  
' 'Each bows !map determine the -rules .of its .-pyogf:ed@yp, 
. pnnish its mmdmre f ~i!-disorderly behavior, and, ,with. 2he QQI- 
cnsrertce of %o thirds, expel a 9member. .. , 
' Eaeb; hhuk ''lrhall keep a journzd of its proceedings, and ;* 
f5 f * k  time - to tikc pui;lish the '~ame, tmpting wch pMts i s  
IF may in  thdt j ndgmeht raqniik secrecy ; -tind.&hthe 'yeas and nay8 
d thk 'mi&&i~ of eather house-o~i q question t~hdl, at the 
desike of (me vfi&h of thbse present, be entered tm the jo~ha. 
, a 
' .  . .  . 
~ e i t h i r  booq dnring the aea8iox.i of ~&n&ieas, &sll, GZth- 
out 9 e  of t6e dbher, .A3 onm '?or $o6re ' than ' t b ~ ~ e  
I dpyi,;*qr 6 ;Ly other place th&' that . in . ,  +I;:iih'th=' .. tw4 hotlSe~ . f I , ' :  shall t b e  :aeittini. . .+ .', l 'I i I , :. , , . L .  . - I z '  . . .  Sccthn 6. . ~b $enator* and -. a~prqpl&ptat&fes . , . . . ,  a b u  , , r ~ q i v e  I 
a- .compengqtion for. W. servicegj .&I @e ~cy;jj(ris4; by, lay8 
and paid ant of bhe Tressnry of. :.tk$J&tgd; , j Tpey , .  
shall in aIl cases, except treason, fdonY, and' breach of the 
',. 5 . .  . 
pea& , , l .  7 - , 'bi . privileged . , .  '*from . , .  arr&b * a d i i  : , * .  r$lyi?ik ( , .  bkendan'cie 1 .at 
:: 
the I I f . l l .  sqssioa e of ~thkir reiqiectiv= . f j > ,  hogees, , ,:. -:. id:& 'gotag 'todL&&' ie-
impq , , -  ,.frciA, . L tbe asme,; 'Ad for ari$ ipe4Cfi 'hi ~e6ate3 & .kither 
hou&, . ' ,  t6ep ~ i ~ ~ a ' *  shall -,..?,[... ' a  &t be 4tle&&ned' & , . 6;lj . , u$i&:?plk&i. 1 ' ' 'j 
. fa . . j i J m ' . - :  , . I  . , * . 1 8 .  , *  
N~B &a& or, Rapreeentatiim pbaQ, k i n g  the time f~ . . 
abichi he :ww :elected$ -be appointe& ta :cw. @dl 003ce under 
the mthority of the U a d  ISt+pteg3 , m M  &hag have been cre- 
ated, or tihe, . ,qolqnqts , .. . weereof , _ .  .hall I have bebeen increased 
dpring w&: t j !  time;' . and .. . f r e 3 1  no* iiispn - . hplding a g  office tm&r the 
United ,.SMtero &a4 be a.  menpbei . 'of eith& baas:, during Ms 
a \ .  . 
cont in~p"~ ih $ice; ' , .. ,. ,: . b . . 
Section 7. AII bills .for-araieing vevenua ahall originate .-in 
0 * .  ." I 
(, : .. , &. *', :. . * - ' I . .  - ,  T .  . . j  i,? - 3  i.t-< L ' iEvery bill which,. i h d l  , b e  ~pssed thk ';#ob~ bf seRepii- 
' 9' ' I >  . 
, j , :, ' 4 .  ".' 
sentati& a&' 'the Senate; sliili, 1 .  befcik it become a kiwi be 
v 1:. - preeented ti the ' ~ t * ~ ~ a ~ ~ &  the itJ&it&$ ' ; 'if ' 'dp- 
p*& Qidijiha 'sign .it; lbt if mb tk thJ) . m p f i  it, his 
i .  r - 
iibjectid*; to that hoise.& d$di it~~baNhalt ;origin&ed, wbo 
shall enter the objection3 at hrge oa fmha'1, and p- 
ced @ recbnsider it. J f after such regpp@&patjon _._,  two tbilrds 
sf thtr hduw &ell ; rcg,ye. to pass the $$&? atj ;$x sent, tp 
@&bee .wit& bhe eh,j&ionas, ta toq qthqq. - . - _  #y . . whiah . it 
&-arULLlik* :be ktwgonsidevd, aqd: if. ,qmrip$b& &zr~o +iA$ 
df ctW;base,%ie r$qil be-e. a lqv. : ,Bvt; @,#pgFp f. . '  eases . , the . 
pg;tes sf . both Is .' hauseg s h d  .be determ-. by ye apd paps, 
" * .  * - . c  . ' 4 a {  , 9 + 7 ; ,  +*ff3$@i : , % , a .  t 
j;he:q)mes , &= pei8Ons . , , ,  ~ ~ o k i ~ ~ #  .> >.! :i; fof - duid rgaWf .@e . bill . 
:if :+% h i t  - 1 :  
'&t&&.'on' , ? .  . ,  thb jo+.61 . . sf hb&& & d v e l y .  ~f 
kni ;&i' shalt h&: &!;&iUmed n'bGl &te pdeid*tu{~&'h* ,dafiS 
h l f  '(Sundays ~cepted)  after it shaM have been Pf&se6f& tb bim, 
kt;& ,g;-me: Bhaa 6 i; 3a*., "d :ue mde'i cii .h;rE tape,d it, 
r Y -  9 F &]ks$'~-+J,w&bl b+ a&* a;dj*&t",*Cv&&* *, 
',-  . . C  r .  1 * .  in 'd,ich' *&& itt, 3 , h n  lOt M. law. , ! ' 1 ,  i .  : : . ,  - 
. ' t  > ! .  : , . . , r ; ' - 
: d  t d  - . ; ) * /  $* ; /; 
. .* Even prder9 resolption, or vote .to,w 1% e conqnrrence 
t .  - . .  , ,  , . ( I +  f i f . " '  ' ' I= !XS.Fic  ': 
sf. tpe Senate, and eo& ,:*f ~Rqp*'espt~tivar;$ma 'bk ireiksiiari 
- - I ' : ,  : -. ( ' 4 %  ( 4 1  :: 7 4 r b ( !  tFr\ 9. !! . . 
<er.ept I , . ,  I S  I a 4 q119tjpn , c .  ,. i&jdU&&&$ f 7  - - , ; I  ,i&i.h :z ,>;I lb I pres&tiii I d .  i $':. to 
the President , t c :  I ,-- . of the . L 4  ! ~ ~ $ t q d  .. States; an8 b%& tbe sqme shill 
! i  , .  , , ; l fY T C i ' ! ; C  - d  
take effect, ehhU be sppr6ved by'&- or bang di&iPProv'ed 
by hh,' B h d  be - epassed. 'bg* tm -t&#d aF t h $ r  $&ate. and 
L ~ & s e  of ~e '~re~edat iv&;  ' I  . a c c ~ & ~ .  to  -2u1ea -and- limitad 
' "  r 
~ ~ d . p & s e r i ~ ~ . ~  t&ifcase*6f'kf?@i - ;  -,::., 
. . . ' f  , i - .  
'. . L  'seCtr& , , . I ) , r  : + . r . , $  a? f ~ h k  , .  . ~ongreis' 's6'riU hiv& fidiier to lay a 3  
wfi& : f r 7 .  .. kares, - -  &i&, impogtg Ad! ~~cis&&' 'to phi' the' aebks &d 
,' - . ., - - ' f .  . * 
f6r tihe com&on' defense and general wdtkie of the 
United States; buk all duties, -imposts dnd exkisee &a11 .be 
- .  
-fe &roitgbat ; the --;CTdtd -aabs ; . . .  . 
---.. 
.. 
. 
I -  
r r m  amey  an bhe ciedit.bf the ) U ~ ~ d l S ~ ;  
nime& w$th foieign nations3-y& ae 
, -, -<.: ; - * * iireGeril 'states,: &nd with . thi . - .  . India  tribes ; ' . . .  
- 3 , . 
"rd &tablieli ' ah d f o r 2  ,. .d e  . . of naturalization, :&id 'unit 
fko;oh la+s on : th6 s~bj&t pf r .  I badquptcies .thk~~hloixt ,the 
.. t i -  - *- ; United States; 
, d  - .  
I .  - 
' T o  coh mo6n&y3 Te'gdkte the ddPe thereof, an&'-df. fore@ 
din,  ' i d  h &&d&G!d *of pdei'&its ind .xnedsu.r&; ' 
k t = .  7 ; ,..?, ; t - 
- 
.? , % - ,  *o . ppjiide *fa* ? - ge ., pud~d&.bf coanterfeitinik t<e secu- 
- i  ' i.., 
ritierr aid current c& of'th . . uliited .= States ; - 
, ;ifJ+.** : - - 5  : *  , :  4 - i . , 
. . T o  estiblish. ~&'&$i .~~s  'and &st ioads ; . ' . * 
-i y -, 
. .. Y .:. . ,  Y::;r! ,;. :; ;:*- ' l i  
To-,proqotq the? qvygreAss of &en& G d  useful arts. .by se- 
d ,12  F? . .-. t ; .  r 
f -b*ted ti*& .~;lhbors' a& inventors: ?x'clusive 
$ 1  ! ! . I A + > < .  e i v . :  r t . I  ! j , .  . 
r;ighn - >  ;I to : ?  I \  t&eir , . % ) ,  ~ e ~ p w v e  , -  f - . - ,  '4w~iFpgs and disgoqeries; , I  . 
TO oontitute tribunals infe*i;r to tie Suprem~ A ' .  '$hurt; 
To we and punish. ppiracies and. felonies c c m u n i t ~  on 
+-, T . - I . . .  ;.,.: ' - -_ . . I T )  I ( ,  * :  - 6~ ., , 4 . '&&h' d . % sew, and, . I s  hi#&& , aga&t the Jaw 0% ns&s i ' 
q -t - ' c. .. 4 " 1 To' declare war, lgia&t letti& of marque i i ~ d  &&sal, 
.'jJ * , ,  .- ;-- . 
make pules qmceming captures on l a d '  
. ,  wakr . , , . :  i + 
- ..; r;' Mse 'd &mies, ,but' .& a'a*'pgO$kfitiOn 
pkdnei':to that uie g h d  be for 'ii longer term' than ;;am; 
. . . . : a l   - 1 ~6 pisvidi d d  dahtain. navy ; . . t  :,: : 
To mske rules for the government and regu~atibk-of the 
:* 9 .  
, . 
. . l&d;;&a na$al forces ; ' ' . i b  
To provide for calling forth the &litia to execute thelaws 
bf %he U&&, -mppress insurrections snd repel hvasians ; 
. - To 'provide for orgmiiix& arming, i d  didci~liiing the 
6 r 
Z - '  
. * 
.filitia, hnd for governing such part of them a8 miy ' . (  :be . em- 
phyed in bhe 'service of the .United States, reservingp tu the 
Stsltes *espectively, the appointment of the bfficers, and the 
ddtha~ity of training the militia, ~ccorcbig to the dieipline 
pke~ribed by ~ & g r e a s ;  q 
To exercise ~~~clxisive legislation in all. casts whatsoeve*, 
Wer. 'such district &(XI& ebceedhg ten quare) - as may, 
Wy!!R~fFpyp?:.4?. the
.MP{; ; nqq:~ 4 a q  .y?#s 
ob&p@'. I ! ,  @? ..per, dew,."? 
. ' ~ . 9 . . h ~ & d k  h H?m!fgv 
q w  sf snp~ep~ietie8 .wde ; 
merit snd accormt of the receipts a d ;  
?k ~-3 ~eW!8e-ipnw~M- i ~ ~ - ~ , ~ + . i . , . , . ,  - . + - f -  I 
. : ,Pb.ti$h af -~ I@fw L#W& ba C ~ & : b ~  @he, Uldted;&~; 
I shall, wit- the congent of the Caqgress, aoeept ot'uip present, emolnment., &ice, or title, of any kind kfad-ker, fmm any king9 prince, or foreign State. Section 10. No State shall cnter into any tr-, alliance, ox confederation ; grant letter8 of anaqe and reprhl; , co%r money; emit b& of credit; mike anything but gold md rib ver coin a tendcr in payment of debts; pnse any bill of a& 
tainde~, eo port f& law, or law impairing tbe &ligation of 
, contractg, or grant any title of nobility. 
'No State ahd, without the consent af the Congress; lay 
'. t '  any imp- or duties on imports or exports, except what may 
be abs01utelp necessary for executing its ins.pecw laws: and 
the net p d u c e  of all duties and impastr laid 5y any State 
on imports or export$, shall be for the use of the treswry of 
Lhe U&d SUW; and all .or6 lawe +dl ba #abject to the 
revhion and contra1 of the Congress. 
< No State shall, wibhout the consent of Congress, lay m y  
duty of tonnage, keep troops or ships of war in time of peace, 
enter into any agreement or compact with another State, or 
with a foreign power, or engage in war, anless actually in- 
vaded, or in such imminent danger as will not admit of delay. 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 
ARTICLE 11. 
Section '1. The Executive power shall be veated in a Presi- 
dent of the United States of America. He shall hold his office 
daring the term of four years, and, together with 'the Vice 
hesfdent, chosen for the same term, be elected, as folkwe. 
Each State shall appoint, in snob manner as the Icgis1.a- 
tare thereof may direct, a number of electors, equal 20 the 
whole number of Senators and Representatives b which the 
State may be entitled m the Congress: h t  m, Senator a Rep 
aegeatrrtiviB o~ ; p e r m  Bdsing .an iafthe .of &hiat or. prdt d l e r  
. ! : R  the: u w ;  Stat*, likbdl- be .4pp-aintted+ nn elector. . . 2 - . 
elek6ri a811 beet' in' Wiir ?esi,~cti~e' 9 t ' a~k;  ,a&-+ijte 
by .ballot for two per~iid,hf ~Wbrn '& stQka& '9h.a.Ura&. bk 
rn inhCx3,ikabb df :$he Zdith* ~ ~ l v e s .  And - &hey 
ab1l hake a U h a f  tall the l@erson$j vb~d:fbr;  and. dl the num* 
b r  bfi i p a ,  f&!ea& j 4vhi&,lbt &e~shjdl *&gn id mrtifig; 
&d%~a%&it~ s e d d ~ t o  ;seb% ~E~~ ~ v e ~ ~ ~ t  of.  the Wait4 
d &iti"tee~,'&r&d .ti, :t& $resikient. of %b.s&liate. The: presi- 
dent of tihe Senate shall, the pieaeqee irfi~ae-: Senate- and 
E & ( Y u . ~ ~  qf, Representptivee, open - 4 the ,,cq*flq&es, '. and the 
jo~iky pf $he: ,wdq#e xqmbq pf electye, appqbted ;r 9aQ if, ,them 
owber: of. xpW% i t b  ,$ha :Hoyqe;- ,.?of z~Bep.~eqeaBdtt&e@ shall im- 
mediately choose by ball~t .  ~ 9 .  of th.em .,f q i  .~pcg~i&p& a n d 4  
perms, . h ~ ~ e  8 ?nsg j g r i t ~ ~ ,  then :from tbt: +p+#igpe$t 9s the 
: I 9 . .- : * 4 : " "  
list ?. 3 i j  said. .. ,-'&owe, sbaU :like manner @vpe,$b,lP~~~i.denta 
eq!:iF ~hsp&g 7 t p r ~ ~ $ w b  the ~ ~ $ 4 .  @@!F ## t &@ken 
sf a%gby#e ,reprep@nt&~k~n: ,fr?q eaqh. Sta%4$v&k& .- Y ~ O ~  ; a 
qvv$m fw :!@is grpose 8h@ _ .  cowiqt, . i f -  , g ., r p~ -pemekrg 
from two- thirds of' the States, and a majority af all ,the 
States shall be necessary to a ahoice. In every case, after the 
of Prkaident; ! && ,.j+$s&:$&.&& ffP eatest num- 
ber of votes of the electors • '. . .  &all! lb,:@e Vice President. But 
if there sbould remain two or more who have equal votes, the 
Sen& &u* cfi&jS&*frblrialria & 'Gjy b&bt'&k 9fiAe &$den< , 
- . . . . > l '  
*:.;., - 1 -  - b - ?  ; , , ; I ! . ,  @ f ir :  ; a : . . 
. ~ h k .  -Cangress, *term%; t ~ ~ :  ,,.tiTF of , chvs& - ae 
. ' i d  4 *  , . , -  , I '  !- 
elector~?: . ,). ! aqd' ' %he d a i  qn ,..which %$e~( ;~&.IF :give, . I$& , votes ; 
which , .I a- day,. . : &ail. .: L !&he 'sa& . -  , $hrbqgh~~t . I t  . >  @6;. '  JJnited. States. 
. ,. 
: No pepm.~ +eqce.$t i ..nstmd :tKun Leit5den,. .or r citizen of 
bbe: Lhitkd State@. at *the .tiim~ ;oft he - ion of %his '~srititp- 
ti%. shall elQib.1.e to .the office of - PMsi&nt; neither &all 
t;-z#- 7 p :#!A- 
any permn be eligible t~ &at office ..who .?hall,w& h~& 
tained 20 tihe age s f  thirty-five years, and>&een fogrtepat,,~gpg~ , 
s resident. within .the {united States. - - : . ! , - .. ., . l r . l : : .  .
In case of the rembval of the President from office,-m;hf ' 
his deaa, resiption,. .or to *&schakgeC: 5 +p~v#m$ 
and -duties of the said office, the .same -ehall. devolve a& 
Vice President, and the Congress may by law pmvida bri  & 
case of removal, death, resignation, or inability, both of. 
President and Vice President, declaring what ootcer &all 
then act lacl Pzesident, and such officer shall act aoooraing!y, 
until the disability be removed, or a President shall be.elqcted. 
The President shall, at stated times, receive for his 
vicee, a compensation, which shall neither .be incre'asea nor 
'iminished during the period for whioh' he ,shall have been 
elected, and he 8haU not receive within that. period any other 
emolrument gram the .United S -of&m. :;"s$ . - .  
'Before en& on the e his office, lZ shall 
take the f&Uowing oath or affirmation:-"I dd solemnlY'gwear 
(br affirm) that. Z will faithsully execute the dffi& of presil 
dent of +he Udt& Stat=, and will to &hi best of my ability, 
protect and defend the Constitutioh of &he' United 
States." - ji &".  
I* dction-52. The Presid commander in chief of 
bhe army and6n?vy of the united States, and of the militia of 
- r 
ihe severd States, when called into the ictual service d f  .the , ;  
United States ; he may require tihe opinion, in. writing, of the 
principal officer in each of the executive depdHments, upon 
. . .  
any subject relating to the duties of their respective offices, 
and he shall have power to grant reprieves and pardons for 
cept in cases of impeac 
He shall have power, by and with the advice and cansent 
of %he Senate, to make treaties, provided two third% of the 
and he shall nominate, an-3-nd 
79 
I s m '  *&*. ,~*; * 
) 
Sop-  CmUt) and d rsw 4imb&?rg of * - ' U w . ' b w ,  
&st kig auppea darlDg ~the rt?C& bf 
7 
psntw 
-+hi& r h a ~  e9tpfte >rt tha. nexrt apes- 
a b .  < ) . ,  - , .  
3d-w of rkta dt iu*q, and . m m d  
to~&dt ~ i b j t f o n  wab mursarra a9 &EM judge ntce~- 
ary . a d  e ~ m t i ; ~ b a   ma^ oil C Z t g a e a ~ y  oeca&iozq con- 
v-. - k ~ ; a e $ ~  9r, ar,E#wr*pf them, @ $n case of disagree- 
mest ~ ~ ~ W Q O I I .  t b m  nW r m  to  tihe? +e of adjonmmtx$, 
bs may rbjapm,,&ezn ;to -Jwb time as ihq, @tall think pzoper ; 
d o t  ~bas -wds~~ ,  and o t r h e ~ b b  ministera; be 
. e m  4&eJ $be brs- be fr#hhlly- ex-ted, and shall 
an the ~ B ~ C O P B  of +he tlnitxA.~tak. 
. Seetion .4. Tbe Presi&ent9 vfcs P 
oeicem of taelUdted I States$ I .  *hill 4pi :r 
hpcaekmt for, d, .-victkn ?f, tpqt+;k~,ap . I or otbw 
hi* #rime8 .and midemea;n0~~1. : .' + , '  :, I * , 
I 
JUDICIAL DEPA3&%Ml3NT 
- . 
ARTICLE I1I 
Section 1. The judicial power of the United States shall 
be vested in one Supreme Court, and in such inferior courts 
as the Cmgreu -may fmm time to time ordain and establish. 
The judges? bod& of the Supreme and inferior courts, ehaU 
hold thei~ offices daring; good *Mavior, and &hall, at stated 
times, receive for their services, a compensation which shqU 
not be diminished during their continuance in office. 
Section 2. The judicial power shall extend -to aU ca%s, 
in law and equity, arisiqg under this Constitution, the taws 
of the United States, and treaties -made, or which shall be 
made,- under their authority ;-to all. cases affecting ambm- 
sadors, other public ministers and ~ n s u l s ; - t o  @ll c a ~ e s  af 
admiralty and maritime j urisdiction ; - to controversies to 
which .the United 'states shall be a party ;-to controversies 
between two or more States;-between .a State and citizens of 
another State;-between citizens of different States,--between 
citizens of the same State claiming lands under grants of dif- 
ferent States, and between a State, or the citizens thereof, 
and foreign States, citizens or subjects. 
In all cases affecting ambassadors, other public ministers 
band consuls, and those in which a State shall be party, the 
Supreme Court shall hive original jnriediction. 'In all the 
other cases %efore mentioned, the Supreme Court shall have 
appellate jurisdiction, both as to law sand fact, with such ex- 
ceptions, and under such regulations +as th.e Congress shall 
make. 
The trial of all crimes, except in eases of impeachment, 
&all be by jury; and mch trial shall be held in the State 
where &he aaid crimes shall have been committed; ht when 
not committed within any State, +he trial shall be at sucb 
place or plices as the Congress may by law bave directed. 
Section $8. Treason against the United States, shall con- 
sist only in levying war against them, or in adhering to their 
enemies, giving them aid and comfort. No person shall be 
convicted of treason unless on the t e h u n y  of two witnesses 
to the same overt act, or on confession in open court. 
%?he Congress shall bave power ta declare the ~ ~ s ~ C  
of &reason, but no attainder of treason ahall work co~mption 
of blood, or forfeiture except during the life of &he $perm& 
attainted. 
THE STATES. 
ARTICLE IV. 
Section I. Full faith and credit ahall be in each 
State to toe public acts, records, and judicial proceedings of i 
every other State. And the Congress may by general laws " 
preeoribe the manner in which woh scte, records and proceed- 
ings shall be proved, and the effect thereof. 
Section 2. The citizens of each State shaIl be entitled to 
all privileges and immunities of citizens in &he several States. 
A person charged s i n  any State with treason, .felony, or 
obher crime, who shall flee from Tustice, and be f o k d  in an- 
other Skate, shall on demand of the executive aithority of the 
Stcute f.rom which he fled, be delivered up to bk '?emoved tn 
the State ha* jurisdiction of the crime. 
NO person held to toservice or labor in rme St+te,: under &e 
l a y  thereof, escaping .into another, shall, 4 oopeequence of 
law or reflation &herein, #be dis&arged fm. such .service 
or labor, .kt shall be delivered I , .  up on claim of :I-& pady to 
whom ench service or labor may be due. 
Section .a. New States may be admimd by Che Congress 
into bhis Uqian;, ,but no new State shall be fo&. 1 '  hr erected 
wi-, &&e jurisdiction of any other Stab< SQBi8Ry &ate be 
farmed by the j &ion. ,of Qr -more Stateis,, .ek ot; parts of 
States, yv+&o?;lt the rouseqt,. of, the . legiahtumes- -of. 'the St&- 
concerned as well as .df : thg ; Conpqs. ,..a I. 
' The Coneess %hall. ba+ki pwwe]: b; d i w  1 8 f ! d  - make 
all needful aules and *c&tiofir. reopeoting ~ r i t o r y  or 
other. property belonging to the tUdtkd' Stawi36 f & ~ d  nothing 
in Chis Conatitntion shall be-eo o o & d - a ~  '%a prejadice any 
~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ b f ~ ! ~ e  united, &stes,l or ~f -myi&&ticdar, &he. 
.. k t i ~ n  4. The :United States ..ishall gurrantsee ID toiwerg 
Stab in We ~UInion s repbliaican fprm of govimIhedt, and iehs3l 
protect each of &hem lagainat invasion; and on apphation bf 
&e legislatere, or of the executive (when *the legislatnrc can- 
not be eonvaed.), against domestic vblence. 
. . 
l r 
I AMEN'DMlENT. 
ARTICLE V. 
The Congress, whenever two .thirds of both houses shall 
deem it necessary, &all propose amendments this Constitu- 
tion, or, on the application of the legislatures of two thirds 
of the several States, @hall call a convention for proposing 
amendments, which, in either case, shall be valid to all inknts 
and purposes, as part of this Constitution, when ratified by 
the legislabnres of three fourth8 of the several States, or by 
eonventions in three fourbhs thereof, as %he om or the other 
mode of ratsoation may be proposed by the Conpeee; PITO- 
vided that M, amendment which may be mede pior b &be ytar 
ode tho@ eight hundred and eight 8bd in any &nanner 
Affect &he .firat .and fonrbh clauses ih the* aim& &@tidl ,the 
first article; and that no State, without its consent, shall 'be 
deprived of its eq~ld d t a g e  B-tb Senate. 
, . 
SIJ'PBEBQACY.. O]G Tm. jWB?6TPT~UT~N -.; - 
. . " , A ~ . p - g J , ~ ' p ~ '  7 , : "  - " '  :.li \ ; .  
All &&irabted Md.-6&dge&&B ik&ier;ed4inta,-, bVfore 
the adoption of this ~ o n s t i t ~ t h , ~ k h i l ~ ~ ~  as +aEi?- @ain&the 
miM &&&.:&de* !this &stf&&, hb &&+ %he doin~Ar- 
ation. ,. ; T ,  : { : ;;:*<, " J  * ,:(? 2 .: 
- " T&S &mti&ntion, a,#&& @a*$ &g % j =  u&E&& ~ i d ~  %&i& 
ahtill 'be, ,&ia&~fJ $~~kn&'&f&&$; *h& &ll.-.t~C&ties mae, or 
which ahall be made, under the a ~ t h o & ~ Z f  kbee:tTriited: gtates, 
*h8U & a p & & ' t l & &  b#:.agi~$d &a &e jtdes 
State shall be bo~nll'~.&GeBf, -&yth:ing 'in the :Gvneti&thn or 
I '  - .  
l h ~ e  of any State 20 the ~kbnkrat~'&&th.stgh&&: 
The senators ruld Representatives befki' dhentibiied, and 
the members of the' -severat !St* l&ielatnr&, Ad &i'&ecn- 
t&&- .sd:&~&ctd qfiieez~;. eW,, <bhe, Unit4 &ptesra .nd .sf 
the ieeveral States,, r&&l bq * ~ b @ ~ d  :bjp *q&h qr , $Sinnation .to 
wpport &ia Co~~&iitu-tion; but no reUgiduB kest shall ever be 
required as a qnal3fication to any office or public trust *under 
' I  ,: '.j ;:",y .". : 7:' ;- t;lhethitedState~. . 
' I  ? 
.! 
~~e. '&tification bf th4 conventione . .  . of && !,.: 4 &at-, sFaU be 
.s&6ient fo; -the ' e ~ t ~ b l i ~ h & $ ~  of this bdtitktiozi between 
Saae Conoemtbn. by the uaaniamus comdt: of tihk States 
.present the '&v-Idh day ef September itrtheiprir of our 
Lord sne t l i ~ d z d  seven h ~ d r e d  a e d ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ a ,  aid of 
&be . hdepenikmi -& the ' United State&- u$# b d e a  the 
v subscrihd 
r - .; 7 p,  ,, . ' kmr names, I 
Ga: Wash.in@m- 1 
I 
P,residt *and Deputy from Virginia j 
New Hkpsh i re  : John Langdon, gN~ob.oIas Gilmatl. i 
Maroochutetts : Nathaniel Gorham, Rufus King. 
Connecticut: Wm. Saml. Johnson, Ibge 
. New Ytwk : Alexander Hamilton. 
Nao &me y : Wil : Livingston, David 'Br . Pater- 
ean, Jona: Dayton. 
P a ~ r y k d c z ~ :  B. Franklin, Tsbrna~r M=h3 Bob& Morris, 
Geo. Clymer, Thos. Fitzimona, Jared IngersdU, James 
Wilson, Gouv Morris. 
D e h r e :  Geo: Read, Gunning Bedford Jnn, John Dick- 
ism, [Ridhard Bassett, Jaeo: Broom. 
Mwytand: same8 McHenry, D m  of St. Tho8 Jenifer, 
Dad: Carroll.. 
. Virgiiniia : John Blair, James -Madison Jr. 
:M* 'adin; : .w.&; ~ f ! & ~ ~ ~  ~f;ch;d. ,Do&g-- $,p&@ti :$J!! 
. . 
Williamson. . .  . i 7 :  .sp& , - - . .  
Soarth Cadino : J. ~utleilge, vharles Cbtesworth Pinckneg, 
I Charles ~Pinckney, Pierce B 
tion of the United States of America,. qjiop'osed by Congress, 
anit ratised by the legislatares 'of the several' states ' pu*mz&t 
Rcongress shall make no law 'iispecting an establish&& 
of keligion, or prohibiting the free exercise &hereof ; or -tlbridg- 
the $re-m of speech, or i f '  the press ; or the right of 
the people piiceably 6 assemble, and t b  peti-tjbn' the 'gg&ern- 
a: free State, -&e ~ i &  of . the ., . pe~p$e : . >  to b e p  , - 
shall not be> infringed, . . ..  . . ~9.339sb ; 
dBTZCU'~Jd2 
No goldier shill; in itime'of peace be quarkred inany 
house, wibhout %he k&bmti df the owner) ndr in :time of war, 
.tmt in a manner' to be prekribed by law. 
ARTICLE - I 7  
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, 
houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches sand 
seizure#, &a11 not - be vialated, and no warrant8 &hall issue,. 
but upon pfobable .cause, mpported by ~ a t h  'or affmation, 
: , ~ ; , $ f & ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ & - l  8 1  : ~ ~ ~ , q 4 + ~ ~ + r i &  A 
'+-unrd*@r* - A?-,.-. bL? -49L.W ,+I 85 '73, 
@@d -4.41tIf dea=&w the .plaa to be ilesrdped, and the 
pueonrorCbingstobsei%d 
No permn &all be Sldd &p qggtwex far a capital, or other- 
wise infamaus mime, mrka oo r p~amntment or indictment 
of r g r d  jaw, except in cuu ybing in the land or navd 
form, or m &be d t 4 1 1 ; ~  when $1 crebnJ .+mr$ce in time of war 
or publie danger; oor shall:my perm b m$pjbct for the ssme 
otrA8e to be t w b  ppt ip' jeoPmii9 ot $& ?a. w; nor *all 
h o o m p w  in my  rimi id aue to be a witpayt I ,., w ~ t  bim- 
self, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due 
proa# of law; nor &.U private property taka fur public 
PI0 I witapt  P juBt .& ~ ~ f l c a t i o n .  , . t - . .  . 
, 
, ?  . 
I .' , 
- * 
: :4 . .7 , . C : 
ARTICLE VI a I 
~n criminal prosecntione, a e  -H iiug '&joy tbe 
r i d  to r rpady d *pnblic trial, by dn b P a k . l  jury of the 
State a d  histrict wherein the crime atdl ha& 'been commit- 
ted, which district shall have +been previdy  ascertained by 
law, and to be informed-of the natm d amge of the aecn- 
aation; to hi confronted nitb tibe r i m  '4hC birn ; to 
hdveJ comMs~ry procts~ '+far obtaining w&eiaek bia favor, 
and to have the assistance of counsel fa* his clefen*- 
ABTICLE: YII 
In dts at aommon law, where the d r a e  m mtroversy 
erceed*twenty dollsrs, the right of lbrld by jary ahall be 
preserved, and no fact -tried by s jary shall be .obberwk re- 
examined in my mart of the United Stab, than according to 
the d e s  of $he common law. 
I f ,  * I 
*Ex&b#pke bail ahall not be rqired,  nor eatceasive fines im- 
p k d  nrrr c r d  and unusual poniehmentr ~~e 
ARTICLE IX 
TIhe en-ration in the Constitution of certdn rights " & a ~  
not be coastrued to deny or disparage others -retained by the 
people. 
ARTICLE X 
The powers not delegated to the United States by the 
Canstitntion, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved 
to the States sespectively, or to the people. 
ARTICaE XI 
'Pbe judicial power of the United States -&all not be am- 
btroed to extend to any suit ins law or equity, commenced or 
pmse~nted against one of the United States by citisens of an- 
ofher State, or by citiiwns or aubjects d any foreign State. 
, ARTICLE -XI1  
- The electors &all meet in their ra~ective'States, and vote 
by ballot for President and Vice Pvesident, one of whom, at 
least, @hall not be an inhabitant of the same State with tihem- 
selves; they shall name in theiv ballots Dhe' p e r h  voted for 
as 'Paresident, and in distinct ballots the pemon voted for as 
Vice President, and they shall make distinct lists of all per- 
sons voted for as President and of all persons voted for as 
Vice I'nAdent, and of the number of votes for each, which 
list* thei shall sign and certify, and transmit sealed to bhe 
seat of the government of the .united States, directed to the 
president of the Senate ;-The president of .the Senate shall, 
in the presence of bhe Senate qnd !House of ~e~tesentatives, 
open all the certificates and the votes shall then be counted;- 
The person having the greatest number of votes for President 
shall *be the president, if such rimber be a majority of the 
d o l e  number of electors appointed; and 'if no person have 
~ueh  .majority, then from the persons having the highest rmm- 
bers not exceeding three the iist. of &OR voted for as 
Prddent,.iAe Haose of .Bepreeanta&ivm sbaU o h =  i.medi- 
ably, by ballst,. %hea Presi&mt. But. in cho~sing &he hesi- 
dent, %he votes shall be taken by States, Dhe representation .r 
from each State having one vote; a quorum for this purpose 
ahall consist of a member or m e q k r s  from two thirds of bhe 
States, .. I . and a majority or dl I ,  t& bt'a't,es shall be necessa*y to !' 
* , . ?  
a dhoice. Akd if '% Hq~aie of- ~+$es.&t tives &all not bhoose ' f. .  !! 
a President denev& the rijgbt o? cMF & h h  ' devoljre i p o n  
, t - ,,.. x , 
them, before the f6u;rth day of Idarch next foJ.&b'wing,'then the - '- 
Vice President &all act as President, as in the case of the *: ' 
death or other constit~tibn~1:~s~bilf:t~~ of the President. The ' . 
wm ihe~-btg, the geateet b r  of votes ,.ci?llli&@rePIdent : -A . 
~bal&be.*, .VicqqPresidentt if wuh number9 keis:majbw df 'Ti - 
thg vb~le,plam.be# of electbts: @pointed, a d 7  ff sp tpl$xdm have 
a-maj ority, then from the two highest ntimibd .rw tk Iist, the - . ,p  
Senate shaU choose -the Vice President ; a  qua^ fh the PUT- ; 
pose &a41 consist of two, -&ir&B of i t&e. whole number af Sen- 
a t o r ~ ~ ,  q d  . a majority of Ehs; whak n a b  lr$b.& ,.bet beesbry ; :. 
to s , choice, Byt no pkrgm: oonstitutian~lly &e&@bIe to' the ': ' - 
office 06 President shall be :eligible. $0 -&&. cf: Yt@el .Pxesident 
gf bhe United States! . . . . , -  a .  . .  1 .. 
. , 
ARTICLE XIII . , 
Section 1. [Neither slavery nor k v o l m t a r ~ ,  mrv 
cept as s puniehlment for crime whereof bhe party, ahaU have 
been duly convictett, shall exist within bhe U n i a  States, or 
any place subject to their. jnrisdiction. 
Section 2. Congress *shall have power to enforce this 
article by appropriate legislation. 
ARTICLE XIY ., 
Section 1. All persons :born or naturalized in the ~Uniked 
Stake8, snd mbjeet to the jurisdiction (thereof, are citizens of 
the United States and of the State. whmein they reside. No 
S.bk-f&au ,&& i,e i e&orcb !faw \ ww &&;&d@ & , 
@&gISes &uj&ieg Of *'citiB&ns of the ~&&j$$&$$  n&$ 
a q  S ~ M  L depiive+ 'ay pes& bf :life, &&$,.&' &* 
bgbwith6iit diii; p-cieis of law8; nor d e i ~  d any. pihtod'*-&tIii& 
T .  its j urisdictron &e ..pidteet$& .of h ,  ldKs; 1 ; :(, ' 7 ' *: ' 
r r .  : ' i  .. 
! sCtr"dh; 2i .~<~res&ht? t i~es  ahall Ik kPporfi'b9ed- ; r i j *  q - z  anhong >, 
r t L J,:<-\-\ 
the severdl ' &tat& ' &cotding to bheii ;kspk&tive' ' nuixibci,. 
wanting tihe whole number of pereons in each State, excIud-ing 
Indians not taxed. But when itlie iight to vote st any election 
for. &. df for :President 'and :Vice Prdidekt of 
the lu&d:S tat.&s, :repr&ientatiwes in :Cbngras, 'bhe &~CcutIa 
and. ja&&d officers o t a  'State, cm .bhe member* of the legid& 
ture thereof, is denied'to any of the male inhabitahte ;of SQ& 
State, Ming .tweatyfone g e h  .age, andl ' citizemi . of - the 
United States, or in any waF &ridged, except for prirticipa- 
tion in rebellion, or other crime, tihe basis of representation 
therein shall be rdruceq3 in the prq.ps;tion which the number 
pf ~ p ~ h  iq* . . ciClxens . . &all bear to $he ; r  , .  ;71qbQlq, + .  number 0 6  male 
~iti&&s twentyrune +years of -age in snch 5.-. $: . . ., , 
-i. Section 8. 'No:;pe~son shall' be a Sadt&-or Represa8rr- 
tive in Cbngress, or elector of Pre~ident and Vier! Presidtat, 
or hold any office, civil or military, under the United States, 
or under any State, whp, . h a v e  p~eyi?usly taken an oath, as 
9 . .  pa-b-~ . i r .  pf i l , 4bq- . ,  &ngretfs,:ror as .an .oRicer of fie 'United stptes, . 
yr as a .mepkpF, ~ $ . ~ n p ~  !Jr !%+q lelegida~e, o r  as' an exe&obive.. w 
j u r l i e i ~ : : , ~ ~ ~ . i ~ r ~ ' . ~ f  I I&Sr. $tat& A * L I   . to support the Constitution . , of 
$he A . , united , $$ts\$s; , . . , s.k# , ,. - J i  have" , . $ #  . ~gqged  in ksnrrection or . rebel- .. 
lion .agaidst t&e. same, . .  pr gfyeq . . .  o~ oomfort to the enmCe:d 
hereof. . . But . . . .  ~ o n ~ r e s s  rmqy by a vote: of two th&& 
. house, remove, -eu& disability .- v 
. . . I .  J 
*;. ' ; Secti~n 4: ' . The valaty  d the public debt of, thti .Ud&d 
Gtstes, anthorised.by law, mcluding debts incnlied :far 
- ment.af Ipensiolur and bbmtiei for services msnpprk 
mrrcction ai mblLion, ahall hot ;be questioned.,' ,Bat d t b ~  
the United States n01 any State shall assume or pay any debt 
or obligation hamred in aid of insu~rection or rebellion 
apirwb .&e 'United States, or any cbim for tihe loss or eman- 
cipation of any @lave; but a11 sad debts, obligations and 
claims shall be held illegal a d -  ,vo@. 
Section 5. The :Corns ow .have power to enforce, by 
appropriate legis1-ation, the provisions of thie article. 
ARTICLE XV 
Section 1. The right of citiscne tibe United Stabs to 
vote shall not .be denied or abridged by bbc United States or 
by any &ate on account of race, mlm, or ppevious condition 
of servitude. 
Sectfan 3. The Congress &all have power' to -farce this 
article by app~optiate legislation. 
The 1Congreas shall have powm to lay anitcollect taxes on 
incomes, from whatever soura derived, without apportionment 
among tbe several States, and without regard b any census or 
ARTICLE XPII 
The Senate of the United Stetee s h d  be ;ohPosad of two 
Senatore from each State, electd by the &1;1'e'thereof, for 
six years; and eat% Senator ahall have o& vote. The elec 
tore in each State shall have tbe qusMicatio& ' quisite for 
eledors of the most numerous branah ~f fhe State legislature. 
When.wacancies happen in the representation of any State 
in the Senate, the executive aubhoAty of '&i& State ~halI issue 
writs of election to fill 8uch vacancies : -Pmgded, That the 
legislature of any State may empower the ezixutive Ohereof 
to make temporary appointments ' mrt-ilr th+ people dill the va- 
cancies by <ele&ion as the legidatuie may &recto I 
T& a d a t  ehaU not be m construed ar to affect the 
election or tsrm of any Senrtor chosen before it becow valid 
M part of the Constitution. 
ARTICLE XYll l  
Section 1. After one year Srom the ratification of this 
article the manufacture, sale, or transportation of intodcat- 
ing lCqaor8 within, tihe importation thereof into, or the e p r -  
tation thereof h m  the United States and all territory subject 
to the jurisdiction thereof for beverage purposes is hereby 
prohibited. 
Section 2. The Congress and the neveral states shall 
have concumt  power to  enforce this article by appropriate 
le$ie;latiolbl. 
, 8ect:ion 8. This article be inoperative unless it 
&all have been ratifid as an amendment to the Constitation 
by the legielatmes of the several States, as provided by the 
Constitution, within seven years from the date of the subds- 
sion Iherwf to the States by the Congress. 
I ARTICLE XXX 
Section 1. Tie right citisen~ of the United States to 
pote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or 
by any State on account of sex. 
Section @. Congress shall have power, by appropriate 
legislation, to enforce &he provisions of &is article. 
' ,  
AjtbT1CG.E X X  
Section 1. The term* of + tihe President and Vice Pzai- 
dent shall end at noon on the 20th day of January, and the 
terms of Senators and. Repreqentatives at noon on the 3rd 
day af January, of the years ih ;;Phi& en& terms would have 
ended if thh article had not been ratifmi; and +the, terms of 
their suceeasars shall then begin.- I 
""4 S6a&diji".. A .+ h2,- 6 s & h n  kkrnbk .it -.kg& <.&& . ,' - 5  in 
I .. . x + gw,py. ye:&*, .'*d c&&,.&ies~k &@ ,n"oori: & +k&:.#j*d 
day of January, uriless tihey ~halI~~'~~g;R::d$p'oh;t' h difftfe& 
day. 
vi*l~]RBs*~t m ,*all 
~qkihavfi belp?chgsap &&yei + , , V ~ . ~ &  +. $prri,'%~ pginl 
pipgr pf bis erm,  :or if- &he. ps ~~~ haqt. t . . i  .  #al$d !Q 
d i f y ,  qc .  Yice ;RTw~$W, *.@% &a&,ep+,  Ip!re,9ae9t 
Atil s presideit *hahail have qualified; and t8m %wei -, _ ..& may 
b~ bw. t g w @ ~ s :  f* ,U: Aca* ,7krhq&aI 
n~. -5 .q4@.~9iaen& :elect, dvq l kqvp 
shall, then act as President, or the manner &a vhiogam..whq . 
of Representatives y p ~ ?  . Q ~ W ,  - ~ r e s . ~ ~ w h @ v ~ r ~ ~ P p ~ ~ @ h f ;  
of choice shall have devolved upon them, and for the ease of 
. -.,-+ < 
the death of any of tb?.gyr~og~,s A . b 6  . ,  R~aph 4 whom the Sendte may 
+oo$e ?ice .Preqi&nt G@Gp'evGr 'pie. r* of choice ,shall 
[ a ,  k't i 6:. ?,.z j i  ,. Fyi" 
have 4di~oi.6'id' .~&h th&q , 1 a?~i  i,:. :.-, 5;- : ". , 'd: ' .  T *  . t8 " . - .  
';!' 's;iki;B f.s'aiebhili"&-g@& * { / .  ' a  ., Skctiun 6. on.hhk ib;& 
L , , L  J ~ ~ . . ) . J ~ S  ) 3;ffi ? -7 . = 
$py of Octobeg following the F$tifi&ktkon o@ ~ldoddre .(pet., 
i'&il; :,;, 1 ;i ?*:.: ', -t 5 ., ; & 7 ; ,. . . - - .  i<i-j. - fF ~ i j i . ! * j  , - ; . ", .'. , 9 - 
. ,: * 
. e ,  * 
- 8  *hi;. bitid& &au g i  Section 6. 
hawe been ratified as an amendment to tihe Ck~Mtntion by dhe 
legislatures of three-fo&&hs 'of tbe-.&veral $b.t;e~ rribhin gevm 
ARTICLE XXI  
Section 1. The eighteenth article .of amendment 20 the 
Conskitntion of the United States is hedby repealed. 
, . '.I:,= 
. - <  
' v ,  
Section 2. ' Tlhe transportation or importation into any . Z B  . < -  
State, Territory, or Posses~iun of the United States for de- 
livery or nee therein of intoxicating liquors, in violation of the 
. i 
laws thereof, is hereby prohibited. 
Section . 3. . . .  This article - .  shall be inoperative unless it ... shall . -.-
have been i a t i f i q  as in- amei8rneni &i the ConstitiitiOii Xi$ ' 
convention hi the several States, as proqided in the ~onstitd? 
tion, wi8kin yeark from tihe dike &f the sibmission her4 
of to thg States by the Cang~ess.. , 
, ARTICLE XXIT 
No p&on shall &be elected to the office of the President 
more than twick,: and no person who has. held the office 
of president, or acted as President, for more than two 
yearskf a term to which some other person was elected 
Fesident :shall :be elected to the o h  -of the president 
more th8ui'onc& But this Article shall not apply to any 
person holding 'the office of ~r&ident , . kh& this Article 
was proposed By. the Congress, and. shall not prevent any 
person who may be holding the office. of President, or 
acting as President, during the teG:.  within which this 
Article becomes operative from holdingthe office of Presi- 
dent or acting aq President during the remainder of such 
term. < t 
"Let There Be No Channe 
by Usurpation." 
B y  George Washington. 
"The lbasis of our political system is the right 
of 6 e  people to make and alter +their Cohotitution 
of Government. But the Constitution which at 
any time exiets, 'kill changed by an e x p E t  and 
authentic act of &he whole People, ia sacredl ob- 
ligatory upon all.. . . . Iaf in the opinion pl the 
People, the distribution or modification bf the 
Cbmtitmtional powers be in any particdad Wxmg, 
let it be cm& by an amendment -inttbe way 
which *the Constitution designates. Bat let there 
be no chunge by roatrpathn for though thir, in one 
insfame, may be the inshument of pod, it is the 
customary weapon by which free governments are 
destroyed. The precedent must alnwys greatly 
overbalance in pennonent evil any partial or tran- 
sitory benefit which the use can a t  any time yidd." 
(Emphmis ours.) 
("Farewell Address.") 
THEOCRACY OR DEMOoRACY? 
"T'~eocracy or ~Democracy?" ebowa h t  the &reat of 
theocracy ir id. M is all the more sinister Jjecapure it ia in&*- 
&w, bemame @ ir cloaked in virt\reO ~ b w w  Anoerican work- 
ers are nqt foxeweed. The mbjsct of themracy orgently 
needed Marxiat uurlysie. ha Petemen, in mdyaing it, 
written a powerful and convincing document. And be baa 
proved thq , ,. q&$s . emancipation ocm come d y  through 
Socialist . eqdety freed f ram claae exploitaition and Jass- 
-dering &ds. ' ,, + .  , .  . . ,  6 f r . 1  
n J  DEMOCRACY: ' 
PAST, FRBSENT 'AND4F1UTURE 
By Arnold Peterren 
&sB&racy is, its 
me @ .the future. Fnture 
Price: clath, ?'a cents; t per mvm, 10,cents; 80 page8 
p~+- , .B t j  i { P q  21 :. ... 4 i .  .=, 1 .  
c.*- . * 
DANIEL DE LEON: SOCIAL ARCHITECT 
By Arnold Petersen . 
A series of brilliant monographs, 'essayti and addresses 
published in one volume. Constitutes the most complete analy- 
sis extant of De Leon's work and contr(ibu&ions ko Marxian 
science. 'Here the man is felicitously portrayed in his many 
roles: As pioneer Socialist editor, educator of .the working 
class, charaoter-builder, revolutionary tactician, social archi- 
tect and selfless champion of the oppre 
. . * 
"Daniel De Leon: Social Architect" is thoroughly 
ing both for sts lively treatment of the past-the recreation 
of scenes and events that highlight the history of Socialism 
in America-and for the light # projects upon the future. It 
presmts imperakive lessons with vigor and in forms most ac- 
ceptable to the palate of the mind, vie., historical, :biographi- 
cal and polemical. 
IUurtmted with half tones and pen-a~d-ink dmwings 
Two volumes ; clothbound : 
Vol 1, 314 pages ; $2.5 
Vol 2, 400 pages; $2.50 
- 
HE SUPREME CO 
Peterg en 
This brief outline d akes that the Supreme Court 
. follows, if not %he elections, as some wit observed, then at 
least the ahanging needs of a ripening or fast decaying capi- 
.talist society. Touches briefly on its origin and record of 
usunpstion, citing the  solemn warning of ~ h o m a s  Jefferson. 
Price, 10 cents ; 48 pages 
NEW YORK LABOR NEWS COMPANY 
61 Uiif St., New York 38, N.Y. 
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